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Editorial Notes.

FOR "English Department " see next issue.

SEE "Question Drawer " for a list of the new

extracts prescribed as the Literature Selections

for the teachers' examinations for 1890.

THOSE who have written to make inquiries

concerning the next Entrance Examinations are

referred to our advertising columns, where the

subjects and time table are given in full.
a

THE report of the annual meéting of the On-

tario Teachers' Association takes up consider-
able space in this number, and obliges us to
leave over some other important matter, but as
the Association represents the whole Province,
we thought a report of its proceedings had a first
claim on our space. All teachers should famil-
iarize themselves with the work of this Associa-
tion.

AN English paper quotes the recent answer

bi i bcvsv tvdquu Huu n

ers of the JOURNAL, and get the book, post paid,
by return mail. _

THE new book for teachers, "Exercises in
English Composition," is one of the most popu-
lar little works issued from the press. It con-
tains 4oo exercises, properly graded in one hun-
dred lessons, and supplies matter sufficient for
a year's work in each grade. 1 is, thus, per

petual in its character; for it may be com-

menced anew with each new class. This book
is for use in the three highest forms in the Pub-
lic Schools and in the junior form of High

Schools and Institutes. Its author is Mr. W.

Huston, M.A., lateaFirst English Master in
Toronto Collegiate Institute, and now Principal
of Woodstock College. Every teacher who de-
sires to economize time and labor, which may
be more advantageously employed in other
work, should secure a copy at the beginning of
the ýschool year. Send 25 cents to Grip
Printing and Publishing Coe, Toronto, end te-
ceive the book, post-paid, by return mai].

of a school oy to a quest on a ou omer a a OSDRBEdsuso isbe asdb
improvement upon the famous old one that C RL d as ee ae i
Homer was not written by Homer, but by an- the n deptu m the lae exam
other man of the same name. The new aspir-ons n seeig he s aers ag fr
ant for Hibernian honors, after listening to a hemble ofithe ig So mase in r
lecture on the Homeric question, calmly wrote:
" It is said that writing was not invented when direction. We hold it almost as an educational
Homer composed his poems. He must there- axiom that no one is competent to examine stu-
fore have lived a good deal later." Palmam qui dents who is not or has not been himselfan actual
meruit, ferat. teacher. It may be, as Inspector Johnston bas

said in a letter to one of the dailies, tliat this
THE following two letters from teachers who method is wrong in principle, (Mr. johnston re-

have tried the book recently issued, " Practical fers, no doubt, to the fact that the High School
Problems in Arithmetic," show their apprecia- masters have to examine the papers of their own
tion of the service which it has rendered pupils with the rest>, but it is certainly the
them. W. J. B., of Swinton Park, says : "I "best possible way under the circumstances."
purchased ' Practical Problems in Arithmetic' 0f course, it is not essential that the examiner
last February, and it bas given me entire satis. be a High School master, but only that he be a
faction. It is the most useful book which I competent teacher. One of the mistakes made
possess in its line, and supplies a long felt wart in the University of Toronto is, it appears to
in my case. If the Composition exercises prove us, the handing over of the conduct of ex-

to be as valuable an aid as the Arithmetic, I aminations too often to young men who have
shall be amply repaid for my investment." H. no experience in teaching, and s0 no practical
S. M., of Elora, also ordering the "Exercises in knowledge of tie work. One resuit is glaring
English Composition," writes: "Have used inequalities in the standards set up in the same
'Practical Problems' for some time, and find subjects year after year, by different examiners.
it an invaluable time-saver, and a book which Every High School master knows that the best
takes a place that no other I know of can." men do not always get the best standings, and

These two practical teachers evidently appre- that a superior student may thîs year be classed,
ciate and answer to their own advantage the lower than one much inferior was in a preced-

question why a teacher should spend time and ing year. The ideal Board of Examiners would

brains in devising exercises in Arithmetic, when be a Board paid for giving their time and atten-
he can have a*full supply for all requirements at tion to the work as a profession. But this is, of
so small a cost. Send 2 5 cents to tse' publishi course, impracticable.
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THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

" THERE neyer was a tiime," says an America
exchange, Iwhen so many cities and towns a
vanced the pay of their lower grade teachers
within the past year." This is very encouragin
It shows that the transcendent importance of th
work of foundation-laying in education is com
ing to be'better understood amongst our neig
bors. Is similar progress being made in Canada
Let us hope so.

THE suggestion of " Rusticus " in anothe
column, that the pupils, especially the younge
ones, should not be required to sit at their desk
through all the tedious hours of the school day
is sound and sensible. We do not see why i
could not be made practicable. If some pro
vision could be made for the oversight of th
smaller children during two or three of the fiv
or six hours, giving them full liberty to amus
themselves, under proper restrictions, the result
both physical and mental would, we believe
fully justify the experiment. No child unde
ten or twelve can keep his mind on the stretc
for the half of the six hoirs a day whiclh is, w
suppose, the usual length of the school day
The manual training and science departments
will probably come in some day to solve the pro
blem.

WE are proud and happy in being able tc
make our bow to our patrons, on their returr
from vacation recreations to commence the
active duties of another year, in a brand-new
dress, which we hope they will find neat and
attractive. We feel sure they will accept this
and other new and improved features of this
and subsequent issues as additional proof of the
desire and purpose of all connected with the
management of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL tO
make it second to no paper of its kind anywhere,
in progressiveness and adaptation to the wants
of teachers. Our aim is to publish a paper that
shall be simply indispensable to Public school
teachers of every grade. In this honest ambition
we have already succeeded to a gratifying extent,
as shown by our subscription list. We hope and
we mean to succeed to the fullest extent within
the limits of reasonable possibility. We ask the
hearty co-operation not only of all our old friends,
but of all teachers who think the JOURNAL is doing
a good work.

PLEASE remember that we are always glad to
hear from subscribers and from actual teachers.
Short spicy communications on subjects of living
interest in the educational world are always in
order. We are particularly glad to receive con-
tributions of a practical character, such as those
which offer hints and explain methods for the
conduct of classes, the teaching of specific sub-
jects, the preservation of order and enforcement
of discipline, etc. Teachers would do wehl to
bear in mind that while they are striving in this
way to help others they are often rendering ex-
cellent service to themselves. One of the best
of all possible means of clarifying one's own

n ideas and gaining fresh ones is the habit of put-
1- ting them into concrete form on paper. Indeed,
s we sometimes think that we can never be quite
g. sure we have clear ideas on any subject till we
e have compelled ourselves to reduce them to
- written form. Let us hear from you, friends.
h- If we are helping you, it will do us good to teli
? us how and why. If we fail to help you it will

do us good also to know wherein and why.

r IN our Correspondence columns will be found
r two interesting letters on the subject of Time
s Tables for ungraded public schools. Both

y writers agree that the number of subjects and
t classes to be taught by a single teacher is too
- great to admit of any arrangement by which a
e satisfactory amount of time and attention can be
e given to each subject. Each letter contains sug-
e gestions well worth consideration by teachers
s and by the Department. Mr. Wallis's intimation

that several subjècts might with propriety and
r profit be dropped from the curriculum in the
h ungraded country school, is prhaps the most
e practicable solution of the problem. A commit-

tee of competent and experienced teachers would
find little difficulty in drawing a pencil through

_ several items that could be dispensed with, not
only without damage, but with positive gain to
the efficiency of the course. A still better mode
of relief would be an addition to the teaching
staff, but that would be, probably, in most cases
impracticable. The idea that the Central Com-
mittee or Department should furnish a model
time-table, not to be slavishly followed, but as a
basis and guide for the teacher, is a good one.
Perhaps, however, that which Miss Anderson has
supplied through the JOURNAL may answer the,
purpose almost equally well.

COMPLAINTS have sometimes been made by
teachers of the primary classes in the public
schools that the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL con-
tained little that was specially helpful to them in
their class-room work. Admitting that there may
have been some room for such criticism, we have,
as before announced, now made, arrangements
for adding a Primary Department to the numer-
ous other departments through which the JOUR-
NAL aims to meet the wants of teachers of all
grades. The Primary Department bas been put
into the hands of two teachers who have the
best of all qualifications for this important and
difficult task, years of highly successful experi-
ence in primary work. The first instalments of
their contributions will be found in this issue.
We desire to invite the attention of all teachers
of primary classes in city and country to this new
feature of the paper, feeling sure that they will e
find something in every issue that will, if rightly t
used, prove suggestive and stimulating to them t
in their labors. We shall, indeed, be much mis-
taken if many young teachers do not find in the a
opening articles of the new department in this a
number, hints and helps that will be worth much
more to them in the year's work upon which
they are about to enter than the dbst of a year's
subscription to the JOURNAL. -

EduCalional Tkough.

MORAL education is found in every school where
habits of obedience and punctuality, honesty, indus-
try, self-control and truthfulness are insisted upon ;
and, even enforced as God's laws, there need be no
sectarianism in such teaching.--Mrs. Emily A.
Fifie/d.

THE events which go to form the character
accummulate constantly to the end of life, deter
mined by the choice that is made at first, like the
accumulating waters of the river as it rolls on, aug-menting its volume and its velocity until life is lost
in the broad ocean of eternity.-Albert Barnes.

THE men to whom in boyhood information camnein dreary tasks along with threats of punishment,
and who were never led into habits of independent

inquiry, are fot likely to be students in after years;
while those to whom it came in the natural formsqat the proper times, and who remember its facts as
not only interesting in themselves, but as the occa-
sions of a long series of gratifying successes, arelikely to continue through life that self-instruction
commenced in youth.-Herbert .Spencer.

IN teaching infants or very young people, themain aim should be to give a taste for the lessons,
always taking care to secure the habit of accuracy
in the answering. Pains should be taken not to
foster too much of a spirit of rivalry, which genders
jealousy and envy, and may end in making self con-fident boys proud, and discouraging the timid and
the gentle. These evils of an immoral character
will very much counteract the good derived fromthe smartness produced by premature competitions.
-James McCosh.

THE power to think for one's self has too little
standing in the school, and we do not insist enough
upon the appreciation of the worth of school work.
Too often we try to wheedle our children into
knowledge. We disguise the name of work, mask
thought, and invent schemes for making educationeasy and pleasant. We give fanciful names to
branches of study, make play with object lessons
and illustrate all things. To make education amus-
fng, an easy road without toil, is to train up a race

of men and women who will shun what is displeas-ing to them. But there is no substitute for hard
work in school if we are to have a properly trained
people ; we must teach the value of work and over-
come the indifference of ignorance. -Century.

I THINK not only that morality can be taught in
our public schools without sectarianism, but that it

is already taught there on a large scale, and coinmonly in that spirit. The first essentials of morality-self-control, truthfulness, obedience, unselfish-

ness are not merely constantly enjoined, but have
to be practised for the successful working of anYschool. The secondary virtues of punctuality,
order, gentleness, are also essentia, and will be
found mn every good scbool. Modesty, puritychastity of word and act, are strictly required of
every pupil, not merely in school, but about the
school buildings. Many pupils obtain aimost theirwhole training in aIl these virtues from the influence
of the schools, since they are not taught them at
home and may never go to church.--Thomas Went/-worth Higginson.

To such a one (the plutocrat) comes the professor
from some modest seat of learning among the hills,
minded to see his old classmate. The rich mai
looks down with a bland condescension upon the
schoolfellow who chose the company of his books
rather than the companionship of the market place,
and as he notes, perhaps, his lean and Cassius-likeoutline, his seedy,if not shabby garb, and his shy andustic manners, smooths his own portly and well clad
personwith complaceny,and thanks his stars that he
early took to trade. Poor fool! He does not perceivehat his friend the professor bas most accuratelY
aken his measure, and that the clean and kindlY
eyes that look at him through those steel-bowed
pectacles have seen with something of sadness,

-nd someting more of compassion, how the finer
aspirations of earlier days have all been smothered
nd quenched.-Bishop Henry C. Potter.

THERE is hardness enough in this world, without
rianufacturing any, particularly for children.-
'resident E//li.
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GEOGRAPHY.*
BY R. R. ROSS, BLAKE, ONT.

GEOGRAPHY is one of the most important sub-
Jects on the programme of studies, and I think one
Of the most easily taught. It is a subject which
admits of great variety in the modes of teaching it,
and I suppose no two teachers teach the subject in
exactly the same way, yet the success of one mode
lTkay be as great as that of another. We were
taught at the Model and Normal schools how to
teach Geography, but when I went into a school of
111Y own I found that, although I had got many good
hînts at these institutions, yet their method, while
very good in theory, was unpracticable in a school
having classes from the tablets up, and one teacher
tO attend to al these. In this way I was forced to
form my own methods to a great extent and in do-
lng so I experimented until I found what I suppose
to be the best method. By the best method I mean
the one that will produce the best results in the
least possible time with the least waste of energy on
the part of the teacher. Believing that ail of you
Who have had some experience in teaching, did as
I had to do (that is, experimented until you found
the best method), and believing also that your
n'ethods may produce as good results as mine, I do
not propose to lay down a number of cast iron rules,
or to say to you, this is the method, the only method
,y which good results may be obtained. I merely
PtOpose to tell you, ist. What I consider necessary

eO the proper teaching of Geography ; 2nd. What

t consider should be taught, and 3rd. How I teach

The first essentials in teaching Geography are
good wall maps, a globe, and in the hands of every
PuPil a geography containing good maps. The
Second essential is a thorough knowledge of the
Subject by the teacher, also special preparation of
a1y particular part under consideration. The third,
a liberal use of the blackboard. These I consider
absolutely necessary, while there may still be other
things that assist.

I shall now try to give a few reasons why I con-
Sider some of these things necessary. As to good
Uaps being a necessity no argument on my part is
required. I am certain you al admit that. As to

globe I am not So certain. I know that some
ithools are still without it, and in some that have
', it is seldom used. This last statement I make on
gond authority, as I have been told by teachers wbo
eave globes that they lie in the box from one year's
end to the other, or stand in some part of the school

s a thing ofbeauty but ofno other earthly use. The
globe is indispensable to the proper teaching of the
shape and motions of the earth, the divisions of its
Surface, etc. If there is any teacher here who bas
"le and does not use it, or who bas not been in the
habit of using it, permit me to advise you to begin
at once. I have not a globe myself and know

om experience the disadvantage I am laboring
der In the teaching of these things without it.
ith regard to the necessity of each pupil having a

Reography, some of you will say, " It is needless for
Yut to say anything about that, as in the case of
Wa1 maps, we ail admit that good geographies are
a necessity." To the older teachers I know it is
b ncessary for me to say anything about the matter,

Ut I would advise the younger members of the
Profession to beware of making pupils commit to

enory the nanes and positions of capes, bays,
of ti etc., without seeing that in the preparation
i their lessons they have found these on the map
trthernselves. It is possible for a class to commit
to nemîory the nanes and positions of a great many

, so that they can readily give names and
d Swer ail your questions touching these points to-

ay, but in a week's time review that lesson without
gIving the class previous warning and you will findthat What you supposed they knew so well a weekag 'n nine cases out of ten they now know little ort hing about. I made this mistake myself in
toartag, and that is why I speak of it so particularly

e Young teachers. See that every pupil bas a goodeography and that it is used aright.
My next necessary was a thoiough knowledge of
t subject by the teacher and special preparation.
h regard to this I need only'say, that no teacher

lt'd before the West Huron Teachers' Convention.

can teach what he or she does not know, and
the teacher that is forced to teach this subject, and
I might say almost any subject, with a text book in
his or her hand, is fettered, and can not throw the
same amount of life and energy into the work that
one can who does not need to use a text-book. Be-
sides, pupils are not slow to take notice and draw
their own conclusions, and by constantly using a
text-book the teacher is in danger of losing the con-
fidence of the pupils. When this takes place the
teacher's usefulness in that school is gone. Even
when a teacher bas a thorough knowledge of the
subject, special preparation is still necessary to
determine the best way of presenting it, what parts
will be best to teach first, etc.

I also put under the head of necessaries a liberal
use of the blackboard. Why I consider this neces-
sary you will understand when I come to deal with
methods. My second proposai was to tell what I
consider should or should not be taught to third and
fourth classes. As to the amount of ground that we
should go over with these 'classes I shall say no-
thing, as I understand the programme of studies for
those promotion examinations is in preparation, and
I trust that the proper amount will be marked out
by it. What I want to speak of now is, what ofeach
part shall we teach ? What I mean by each part
will be understood when I say that in teaching the
geography of a country or continent, no teacher
tries to teach everything at once, but will perhaps
make the rivers the subject of one lesson, cities that
of another, bays that of another, and so on. These
I call parts. Now how much of each part shall we
teach? I consider it unnecessary to burden the
pupils' minds with .a lot of useless minor details,
such as the names of ail the stations on a certain line
of railway, when the majority of these places are
noted for nothing more than that they have a post
office and a station. So in regard to rivers, none
should be taught but the largest and most impor-
tant ones. So witb capes. I don't think it neces-
sary to teach or to ask a child to remember the
name of every point of land that stretches a little
farther out into the water than the rest of the shore
in that vicinity. What should be taught are the
principal ones of each part, that is, the chief or
largest rivers, the most prominent capes, as Fare-
well, Horn, Good Hope, etc., and so on witb ail the
otber parts. So much for the mere physical fea-
tures of a country. But to teach the physical fea-
tures of a country, though very important, should
not be the sole aim and end of a teacher. Of as
much importance, in my estimation, are the climate,
products, exports, imports, manufactures, etc.
These, of course, with a third class, should not be
taken up So minutely as with a fourth class.

With regard to the teaching of the railway system
of Ontario, I think the main lines might be taught,
but to teach or ask children to learn the names of
ail the different branches, though they be only ten
miles long and a hundred miles from home, is a
mere waste of time and energy, and can be of no
earthly use to the pupils. It is questionable whether
we should even try to teach the different railways
connecting the largest cities. It is unnecessary for
me to say that the motions of the earth, its shape,
and lines on its surface, etc., should be taught, but
just to what class or classes these should be taught
we shall leave it to the promotion examination pro-
gramme to say.

Having briefly outlined what I think should and
should not be taught, I come to my next and last
point, viz.: How I teach the subject. And I shall
here repeat that I do not propose to lay down a
number of rules and ask you ahl to teach the sub-
ject as I do. But I merely intend to tell you as
quickly as I can how I teach some of the parts
which I think should be taught, and if I can help
any one here who may have difficulty in teaching it,
'I shall be glad. Or if when I am done any one
here can put me on the track of a better method,
then I shall be very happy to give up the old for the
new. The first thing necessary in teacbing the
physical features of a country or continent is to get
the outline and the map in general So familiar to
the pupils that they may have a map of it in their
minds, so that when the nane of that country or
continent is mentioned they may see with their
mind's eye a map of it as plainly as if there were an
actual map hanging on the wall in front of them.
And the only way to do this is by map drawing.
By using good wall maps, that is, teaching from
good maps without much map drawing, fairly good

results may be obtained, but without frequent map
drawing the impression is not So lasting, for the
pupils are forced in map drawing to observe closely,
and the closer the observation the more lastng the
impression. This is one of the benefits of drawing.
A person may examine, as be thinks, an object
closely, and go away from it with the idea that he
bas seen ail about it, but ask that person to sketch
the sane object and he will likely find that there
were many things about it of which he knows no-
thing. So with map drawing. It forces the pupils
to notice many things that they would not have
noticed had they not drawn it. And in this way
the outline, positions, etc., become fixed almost
indelibly in their minds. There are a number of
ways in which map drawing may be taken, and by
varying the methods the work is pleasing to the
pupils. Suppose I am beginning to teacb, say
North America, I would teach from a map, 1st.
the boundaries, then the countries and capitals,
carefully showing them with the pointer the extent
ofeach country. Then it makes very little difference
in what order the other parts are taken. That, we
will suppose will be lesson enough for one day.
Next day, before proceeding further, have a short,
lively oral drill or review of yesterday's work. This
will take up but a few minutes' time. I would teach
nothing more then until I had put an outline map of
North America on the board, and either had the
pupils place the names of the different bodies of
water that form its boundaries in their proper places,
or had done So myself by their directions. So with
the divisions or cotmtries. Now, suppose I began
to teach this on Monday, I would on Thursday
have taught, say boundaries, countries, capitals and
rivers. Then on Friday, as a review, I would have
them draw a map of North America, marking on it
ail they have learned during the week, not hinder-
ing them from using their maps as a guide if they
wish. But I find that after a map bas been drawn
a few times by the pupils, the majority do not think
of using their geographies in making the outline.
I would continue this until ail the different parts
are taught. Then h ask them to draw it and place
on it whatever I ask them to ; placing on the board
the names of whatever I wish to appear on the map.
This time I would not allow any of them to use
their geographies. Another very good plan, and
one that does not take up So much time and may
be used with good third and fourth classes to ad-
vantage, is for each to take his or her geography
and-suppose I want to teach the rivers of, say
Russia-ask them to look at the rivers of that coun-

. try and either ask some of them to nane a river, or
name one myself, and ask them to find it on the
map. Be certain before leaving it that every one
bas found it and traced it to its mouth. After al
the rivers of Russia have been gone over in this way
allow them time to write the names of the rivers, the
direction in which they flow, where they empty, etc.,
in their scribblers. This will have the effect of fix-
ing the proper spelling of names in their mem-
ories. And so on with ail the other parts. With
advanced classes I do not consider that map draw-
ing is necessary oftener than once a week, or once
in two weeks, for we must teach other things as well
as geography, and map drawing takes time. But
with third classes going over the work for the first
time, I consider the oftener you have them draw
maps the better. I think if this method is followed,
varying the exercise as much as possible, good
results will be obtained. Map drawing may be
varied greatly by having one pupil draw the map
on the board and have the others criticize it in a
friendly way; then have another mark, say the
rivers, and another place the name of one on the
map in its proper place, another place the narne of
another on the map in the same way, and so on, the
whole class can take part in the exercise and it will
be found very interesting to them. The map can
be drawn on such a part of the board that it may be
left there as long as you choose, and thus be ready
for each day's exercise. This is, of course, intended
more for a drill or review than for a teaching exer-
cise. Assign to-day a certain part for to-morrow.
Suppose it is the map of North America, and sup-
pose we have the outhine map drawn and the bound-
aries and countries marked to-day, then tell them
what particular part or parts you require them to
deal with to-morrow. You will see how earnestly
every pupil in the class is studying that particular
part or parts during the time allowed them at seats

(Cominded ondage 127.)
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Teachers' Meetngs. Edinboro' after Flodden,' after which the Conven educational questions in dispute. He maintainedtion adjourned uintil ten o'clock on Wednesday. that the French and Separate School questionsOuring the subsequent sessions the usual mode were political questions. Changes were alwaysONTARIO TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. of procedure was followed, the various sections characteristic of a growing community. He hadmeeting separately each mornng at ten o'clock, always endeavored to set himself against capriciousTH twenty-ninth annual convention of this and the General Association assembling at 2 p.m. changes in school laws. He thought it was' betterAssociation was held at N iagara-onth 14Lake, WEDNESDAY'S SESSION. to go very slowly in these matters rather than ru"
according to announcement, on the 13th, I4th, and the risk of dislocating the whole machine. Beforei5th ult. The convention was called to order at The convention met at 2 p.m. the Pr dent in he ris of d in the whol m achin Be
i i a.m. on Tuesday, the President, Mr. Robert the chair. , esi e entered upon his office the only constancy in theMcQueen, of Kirkwall, Wentworth County, in the The flrst paper was read by Mr. J. H. Smith, cha gefu ns de art ent proc ee tconstancy ofchir. C rAncaster, on "Advanced English Schools in Rural the changes which had taken place during his Min-The Chairman opened the convention by read- Districts." istry. These were : Simplifying the instruction Ofing a portion of Scripture and offering prayer. Mr. Mr. Wm. Scott, B.A., of Ottawa, next read a the Public schools, and rendering them more eleR. W. Doan was appointed Secretary, and Mr. G. paper on the " Proper Functions of a Normal mentary; the reduction of examinations, and re-W. Campbell Assistant Secretary. School." duction in the number ofthe text-books. In regardA communication was read from Mr. J. Houston, Both were highly interesting, from the importance to the memorial of the Public school teachers, ask-M.A., Brighton, stating that he could not attend to of the subjects and the ability with which they were ing for only one entrance examination, e said thatread his paper on " Industrial Training in Schools " treated. Some of the questions raised are worhy the change might corne, but he was not going tOand the Executive Committee were asked to of the fullest consideration, and we hope to have an cause it now. There would be a December exainrequest Mr. Wm. Houston, M.A., Toronto, to read opportunity of returnin to them. ination in 1889, and one in a89o. He intended tOit. After the reading of Mr. Scott's paper the Presi- go very slowly.W. J. Hendry, Treasurer, read the financial state- dent announced that there were two gentlemen The Minister then spoke in favor of examina-ment for the year, showing receipts : Balance, present to speak on behalfofthe "Young Memorial tions and said there was an appalling amiount Of$499.03 ; fees, $58 ; Government grant, $200; inter- Fund." Mr. J. A. Patterson, as a graduate Of 23 nonsnse talked.about cramming. He was not go-est, $1 .6o ; sale of minutes, $75.20; advertisements, years' standing of Toronto University, advocated ing to discuss the text-ook controversy. He wold$17 ; total, $86o.83. Expenditure: expenses of last the claims of the Fund on the meeting. Mr. T. C. be in favor of having no text-books in Publicconvention, $44.50; publishing minutes, $141.65 ; Des Barres, B.A., secretary of the Memorial Com- schools, excep in reading. In conclusion, he saidprinting circulars, $7 ; stationery and postage, mittee, also spoke. Messrs. Fotheringham, Mc- that the policy of the Deparment had been to Ca-$I2.52 ; Executive Committee's railway fares, $66. Intosh and Woods paid higlh tributes to the ,any nadianze our educational system.20 ; Ryerson Memorial Fund, $ioo; salary of secret- excellent qualities and the splendid abilities of the Mr. W. A. Douglas, B.A., of Toronto, addressedary, $50; treasurer, $io; balance on hand, $428.96. departed Professor. His connection with the the convention on l Economics."The statement was submitted te a committee. teachers as High School Inspector and Chairman Rev. Principal Grant, of Queen's UniversityThe meeting adjourned till the afternoon. of the Central Committee of Examiners was being present in the audience, was invited to a seat

noticed. A motion was proposed by Mr. Fother- on the platform, and called upon to address theAFTERNOON SESSION. ingham to the effect that the Association contribute audience. He eloquently referred to his life-longThe afternoon session was opened at o'clock$oo to the Memorial Fund and carried. connection with the teaching profession, and thewhen Mr. McQueen returnedthanksin suitableterm' Miss E. Bolton, of Ottawa, then addressed the pleasure it gave him to address the Association.for having again been elected President. The next Convention on " Kindergarten Schools in Ontario." Speaking of examinations, he said that one of thebusiness on the programme was a discussion " MOn iss Bolton made a very interesting address, tak- greatest advantages to be gained was to convincethe Advisability of Holding but one High School ing the role of a mother teaching her child. Her the student of his own ignorance.Entrance Examiation Each Year," by Mr. D. H. remarks were well illustrated by practical examples. Mr. Fotheringham moved that the report of theHunter, M.A., Woodstock. A motion was proposed by Mr. Cowley, seconded Committee on the Professional Training of Teach-An interesting discussion followed, in the course by Mr. McIntosh and carried, to the effect that ers be laid over until next meeting. The motio-of whichanstong opinuions andargumeints wure each local association be entitled to send one dele- was carriéd.advanced on both sides of the question. At length gate for every fifty members or fraction thereof of Mr. Woods said that the report of the committeeMr. Fotheringham moved : this Association, and that any five members may on Additional Normal'Schools was in the cloudse"That whilst two enrance examinations a year demand a strictly delegate vote upon any question owing to the absence of the members of the co-mlay mterfer to som e extwith the efficient submitted by the executive to the general Asso- mittee. The committee was discharged. Afterworking of some High schools, yet in the interestscato.orilvesfthnsothg.May nterereto s me xten wih th eficiet catio . 1cordial votes of thanks t0 the representatives of the
f the Public schools, to which these fil1 the double At the evening session Professor Freeman read Toronto press, and the President of the Associaplace of a promotion test and also a graduating a paper on the " Yellowstone Valley," in which the tion, tbe Convention adjourned it od h esoestandard, it is not desirable to discontinue the natural beauties of that region were interestingly Queen."standard, discon e t described.

pp p g s vaiuable test or
attainment." THE CLOSING SESSION.

Mr. J. Tom seconded. The general Association met at 2 p.m., when Mr.Mr. Wood moved, seconded by Mr. Ayerst, as an Brebner opened the convention with the usualamendment, devotional exercises.vIThat in the opinion of this Association it is ad- The report of the Executive Committee wasvisable tHat only one examination for entrance read. It contained resolutions of condolence withn our High schools and Collegiates should beheld Messrs. A. MacMurchy, of Toronto, and J. Miller,annually." of St. Thomas, on their recent domestic bereave-The amendment was carried by 23 . 22. ments, and recommended the following office-bear-Mr. J. H. Smith gave the following notice of ers for the ensuing year :motion: e President-D. C. McHenry, Cobourg.That m the event of the entrance examination.s Recording Secretary-R. W. Doan, Toronto.being held only once a year becoming law, il i5 Corresponding Secretary-J. H. Smith, An-very desirable that such exanination be held at or casper.
near the Easter vacation. Treasurer-W. J. Hendry, Toronto.Mr. William Houston, M.A., Toronto, then gave The report was adopted with the substitution ofa short lecture on the subject of "Teaching His- the name of Mr. S. Woods London, for that of Mr.tory," in the course of which lie condemned McHenry for President. 
memorizing and advocated rational methods. He Mr. Birchard proposed a resolution, which wasthought history should not be prescribed for carrieB unanmously, thanking the Canadian Chau-entrance examinations, though teaching it should careuanimoly, thankmg the in Ch
be commenced at an early age. tauqua Assembly for their kindness in granting thee meetingt djourned until 7.30. use of the grounds and for the excellent hotelThe accommodation. A discussion then followed in re-

EVENING SESSION. gard to the place of meeting for next year. Many
members spoke in favor of Niagara, recommendingAt the opening of the evening session the Presi- the delightful situation and pleasant surroundingsdent delivered his annual address. In this address of the amphitheatre. A motion was carrged refer-Mr. McQueen treated of the teacher's calling, first ring the question to the Executive Committee, withas to its bearing on the pupils ; second, as to some a strong recommendation in favor of Niagara.of its characteristics viewed from the standpoint of The Minister of Education then addressed theteachers ; third, as to what should be the proper meeting. We quote from the Empire's reportnature ofthe education ; and fourth, as to the motives He said he had not much to say to the Convention.which should actuate the teachers. As we hope in He came rather t renew old associations amongfuture issues to be able to present at least some of old friends. Referring the open-air meeting

the papers and addresses in extenso, we shall not place, he said he believed in ventilation-i fact he
attempt to give any re'sume' in these minutes. was subjected to a good deal of ventilation himself

Prof. S. H. Clarke, M.A., late of Queen's Uni- He was not goîng to speak about any educational
versity, gave an admirable analytical reading of questions in dispute. He thoght there were no

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SECTION.
At the Wednesday's meeting of the Public School

Section, Mr. Powell moved that a committee be
appointed to consider the advisability of asking theMinister of Education to place the reading of the
High school entrance examination papers in thehands of Public school teachers and report to-mor-row. The motion was carried, and Messrs. Powell,R. Alexander, Falconer, Johnston and Lent were
appointed as the committee. Messrs. Chapman,
Doig, Barber, McMaster, and Burgess were ap-pointed a committee to consider the personnel of
sub-examiners in Ontario Departmental examina-
tions.

Mr. R. K. Row, of Kingston, then read a paperon " The Development of Character by OrdinarY
School Exercises." Taking as the basis of is re
marks the proposition of Comenius "The end of
ail education is the development of character" he
strongly advocated teachers taking a part i the
training of character as well as parents and the
Church. The address was followed by considerable discussion, and a motion was passed askingthe directors of the Association to publish the ad
dress in the annual Report

At the Thursdays meeting the committee ap-pointed to consider the question of entrance exanl'
hers reported, that in the opinion of the committee

tbere should be for entrance examinations a board
of examners for each county or group of counties,
said boards to consist of inspectors, High and Pub-
lic school teachers, there being at least as many
High as Public school teachers on the examining
boards, and that no person should be appointed aspresiding examiner who is not actually engaged in
the profession as teacher or inspector.

The committee on the personnel of the sub-e"
aminers reported as follows SThat whereas the
examination of candidates for Secon'd and Thilrd
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Class certificates is of very great interest to all
classes of educators in Ontario, and, whereas, the
sub-examiners have so largely to do with a fair and
satisfactory examination of such candidates, there-
fore, the Public School Teachers' Section of the On-
a Teachers' Association recommend :-(a) Thatthe sub-examiners be chosen equitably from the

Public school inspectors, the Public school teachers
and the High school masters of Ontario. (b) Thatas regards Public school teachers the qualification
of eigibility for sub-examiner be the holding of a
Pirst Class Provincial certificate. (c) That no per-
soin should be sub-examiner who is not actively con-
nected with the profession of teaching." It was
aIsO resolved to place a copy of this report before
the Minister of Education.

A report of the committee on superannuation waslaid before the 'meeting and adopted. It gave a
satisfactory account of the state of the fund at the
present time.
- A.carefully-prepared paper on Promotion Exam-
inations was read by Mr. F. C. Powell, of Kincar-
dine. The essayist reviewed the different methods
of dealing with this ever-debatable matter, and
Pinted out the good points and defects in the vari-
ous systems at present in vogue. A discussion fol-
lOWed, and the views expressed and experiences
related threatened to be as many as there were
teachers present, but the chairman finally shut off
debate, as a great deal of other business had to be
attended to.

The following officers were elected :--Chairman,
Ii. Cowley, Ottawa; Secretary, Wm. Rennie,ew.market. Committee : R. Alexander, Galt;

F. P. Chapman, Toronto; A. Barber, Cobourg;
bo Powell, Kincardine; D. C. McKendry, Co-

Legislative Committee-R. W. Doan, W. J.
'endry, W. F. Chapman, Toronto.

The committee on the qualification for and com-
Position of County Boards reported that no person
should have a position on such Boards except those
actually engaged in the profession, and that the
executive of the Association be asked to ascertain
definitely the composition of the several County
hoards throughout the Province and report at the
next meeting of the Association.

HIGH SCHOOL SECTION.

This section was very sparsely represented this
year Owing to the fact that very few of the depart-
I'nental examiners were present. These gentlemen,
Ilearly all High school teachers, held meetings in To-
ronto while they were engaged in examining papers,
and passed resolutions on educational affairs. Atthe first meeting of the High school section their
action came in for considerable criticism. Mr.
EmObree read a report of the proceedings of the
e.aMiners in Toronto, and an informal discussion of

their action followed.' The general opinion wasthat
te examiners had acted in a manner disloyalO the Association. Several gentlemen said that if

Ibis course was persisted in it would certainly break
1p the Association so far as the High School Section
Was concernied. A committee consisting of Messrs.
S. Woods, M.A., I. J. Birchard, Ph.D., and Mr. L.

bree, M.A., were appointed to draw up a reso-
ltOn bearing on the affair.

he Chairman, Mr. Woods, intimated that the
inister of Education was desirpus of learning the

ion of the High school teachers regarding the
itrability of establishing leaving examinations for

gh school pupils. Mr. Embree moved and
r. MeIntyre seconded a resolution in favor of the

establishment of leaving examinations under theColtrol of the Education Department, to be called

Tprimary, junior and senior examinations.

Schhe proceedings at the meeting of the High
est.Il Section were made more than usually inter-

Sting by the presence of the Minister of Education,
.'h' addressed the teachers on the leaving exam-
ons from the High schools. The Minister an-

e ne that it was his intention to inaugurate an
rearation on the lines laid down in yesterday's
ran Ir 0f the proceedings of the section. The chair-
St Mr. . Woods, M.A., gave an excellent address

the e tendencies of the High school programme on
tl education of the Province. A discussion thenof ed on the recent meeting of the headmasters
Of40gh schools.

e( fOllowing resolution was tmanimously carried:
Gre, hereas, Messrs. A. P. Knight and A. Mc-

g0r were by the Council of Queen's University

appointed delegates to confer with the High School
Masters' Section of the Ontario Teacher's Associa-
tion at Niagara, regarding the establishment of a
uniform matriculation examination for Ontario ; and

"J Whereas, at their request the Chairman and Sec-
retary of the said High School Section assumed the
responsibility of changing their programme in order
to give the appointed delegates time to address said
Section ; and

" Whereas, these gentlemen failed to appear, this
Section regret their action and consider it some-
what discourteous to this Section, and hereby
authorise the Secretary to transmit a copy of this
resolution to the Secretary of the Council of Queen's
University."

Another resolution carried was as follows:
" That, having heard the explanations of Messrs.

Embree and Spotton regarding the late action of
the headmasters at Toronto, we think it desirable
that the Committee appointed to bring in a resolu-
tion withdraw the resolution presented, and that no
further reference to this matter appear on our min-
utes, and that Mr. Spotton, as Chairman of this
Section, be requested to bring this matter before
the masters in case of any like meetings in future."

The officers of the section will be :-Chairman,
H. B. Spotton, Barrie ; Secretary, . J. Birchard,
Brantford ; Committee, R. A. Gray, J. Davidson,
E. J. McIntyre, C. Fessenden.

INSPECTORS' SECTION.

At the first meeting of the Inspectors' Section it
was decided to unite with the Public school section
at their morning session.

The Committee on Entrance Examinations in
their report recommended that the regulation bear-
ing on the examinations remain as at present.-
Adopted.

The Chairman and Secretary were empowered to
call a special meeting of the Inspectors in Toronto
early in the year.

The following resolution was adopted
" Whereas, the public are apparently laboring

under a wrong impression concerning the position
occupied by the High school examination, now
known as Teachers' Non-Professional Second and
Third Class Examinations ;

" Whereas, the Second Non-Professional exam-
ination is now accepted as Matriculation examina-
tion in part for admission to University work and
the medical and legal professions ; and

" Whereas, persons who have passed one or other
of these examinations place themselves as teachers
before the public and sometimes impose upon School
Boards ;

" Therefore, be it resolved that the name be
changed from the Teachers' Non-Professinnal ex-
amination to some other that may more clearly
indicate its nature, and place the successful candi-
dates in a proper light before the public."

Inspector Dearness presented a form of general
register for Public schools, which was adopted, and
he and others were requested to bring this matter
before the Minister of Education.

A motion approving of a grant of $100 from the
funds of the Association to the Young Memorial
Fund was unanimously carried.

At the second session Mr. J. Craig proposed the
following motion, which was carried :

" Resolved, that a strong remonstrance is hereby
presented to the Minister of Education against the
treatment accorded to Public school teachers and
inspectors in the management of the recent depart-
mental examinations, both in the number of appoint-
ments and in the nature of the work assigned, and
that the Minister be respectfully requested to appoint
annually as examiners an equitable number of

Public school teachers and inspectors and that they
be treated fairly in the distribution of work.

The following officers were elected :-President,
Jno. Johnston ; Secretary, J. J. Craig. Directors :
J. Brebner, A. Embree, R. K. Row, W. Atkin, N.
Gordon. Legislative Committee : W. E. Tilley,
D. T. Fotheringham, J. H. Smith.

UNLESS reason also preside over observation, we
shall pick up dust and chaff instead of grain.-
Comenius.

INSTRUCTION does not prevent waste of time or

mistakes ; and mistakes themselves are often the

best teachers of all.-J. A. Froude

Question Drawer.

{N. B.-For answers to questions in English and
Mathemaics see those departments respectively. Cor-
respondents will please send all such questions direct to
the Editors if those departments.]

WILL you kindly publish in your next issue a
list of the Presidents of the United States, from the
first inauguration till the present time ?-SuB-
SCRIBER.

[Washington (2), John Adams, Jefferson (2),
Madison (2), Monroe, John Quincy Adams, Jack-
son (2), Van Buren, Harrison, Tyler, Polk, Taylor,
Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanan, Lincoln (2), Johnson,
Grant (2), Hayes, Garfield, Arthur, Cleveland,
Harrison. (Those to whose names (2) are ap-
pended were elected for second terms.)]

WHAT is considered the best text-book on the
subject of shorthand? Please insert answer in
next issue of the JOURNAL, and oblige.-W.W.H.

[The answer would depend upon the system you
adopt. There are several rival systems, and we
could not venture to decide between them. Pro-
bably the larger number of stenographers follow
Isaac Pitman's system.

1. WHAT is the history of the Koh-i-noor ?
2. What mountain in Australia is said to be

higher than Mount Everest?-A SUBSCRIBER.

[ (i) According to Hindu legend the Koh-i-nur
(Mountain of Light) was found in a Golconda
mine. It belonged successively to several dynas-
ties of Eastern kings, until in 1739 it fell into the
hands of Nadir Shah, who gave it its present
name. From him it went to the Abdali monarchs
of Afghanistan, the last of whom gave it to Run-
jeet Singh, the ruler of the Punjaub. On the an-
nexation of the Punjaub it was surrendered by the
abdicating King Maharajah Dhuleep Singh to the
sovereign of Great Britain. It is said to have
weighed originally 900 carats, but was greatly re-
duced by several re-cuttings, until in 1852 it
weighed about 123 carats, and was valued at
£ 120,664. (2) We do not know.]

[J.A.A.-Write to the Registrar of the Univer-
sity.]

WHAT is the date of the next Civil Service Ex-
amination, and what are the subjects for examina-
tion ?-T. F.

[Write to the Secretary of the Board of Civil
Service Examiners, Ottawa.]

KINDLY publish the last Entrance Examination
papers at your earliest convenience, and give the
answers to the arithmetic paper.-E.B.N.M.

[The Entrance papers were given in the last
number of the JOURNAL (July i 5th.) Will try to
find room for solutions of arithmetic papers at an
early date.]

LITERATURE SELECTIONS
FOR TEACHERS' THIRD, SECOND AND FIRST

CLASS GRADE C, NON-PROFESSIONAL ExAM-
INATIONS, FOR 1889-1890.

CLASS III.

English.-The following Selections from the
High School Reader:-

* VI.- On Contentedness in all Estates and
Accidents.

XXX.-The Trial by Combat at the Diamond of
the Desert.

LXI.-The Plague of Locusts.
" LXV.-The Gambling Party.
* LXVII I.-Earthworms.
e LXXXV.-From the " Apology of Socrates."

XCIII.--A Liberal Education.

Those selections marked with an asterisk will be
repeated 1890-1891.

(CSontinued on page 128.)
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Examination Pabers.

EDUCATIÔN DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO.-
MID-SUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

THIRI) CLASS TEACHERS.

ENGLISH POETICAL LITERATURE.

f JOHN SEATH, B.A.
aJ. E. HODGSON, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates will take sections IV and V,
and any ONE of sections 1, 11, and III.

I.
Portîa. The quality of mercy is not strain'd;

11 droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath; it is twice bless'd;
It blesseth hin that gives, and him that takes:
'Tis might.iest in the mightiest: it becomes 5
The throned monarch better than his crown;
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,
The attribute to awe and nmajesty,
Whercin doth sit the dread and fear of kings
But nercy is above this sceptred sway ; 10
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God himself ;
And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice. Therefore, Jew,
Thou,/Izjustice be thy Plea, consider this- 15
That in the course of justice, none of us
Shouild see salvation : we do pray for mercy
And that saine prayer doth teach us all to

render
The deeds of nercy. I have spoke this much
To mlit/gate the justice of thy plea: 20
Whicb if thou follow, this strict court of Venice
Must needs give sentence 'gainst the merchant

there.
S/zylocZ. My deeds upon my head ! I crave

the law,
The penalty andforfeit of my bond.

i. Show how this extract is connected in sense
with the preceding context.

2. Explain fully the meaning of the italicized ex-
pressions, and the dieffrent points of the contrast
indicated by " But," 1. 10.

3. Outline the appeal which Portia makes " to
initigate the justice " of the Jew's " plea." Explain
why she makes this appeal, when, as the result
shows, it was unnecessary ; justify your answer.

4. Show, by means of five well marked examples,
wherein consists the literary excellence of this pas-
sage.

5. (a) Vhat feelings actuate Portia and Shylock
rcspectively ? Explain hwv these should be brought
out in reading.

(b) State, with reasons, which should receive
more eniphasis : " not " or " strain'd " 1. 1 ; " twice"
or "bless'd," 1. 3 ; " sit " or "dread and fear," 1. 9

mercy?' or above," 1. 10 ; "justice " or " plea,"
I. 15 ; "law or " penalty and forfeit," Il. 23-24.

(c) How should the climax in Il. 10-12 be
shown in reading?

Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright,
The brudal of the carth and sky:
T/e dew shall weep thy fall to-night:

For thou must die.

ýweet rose, whose hue, angry and brave, 5
Bids the rash gazer wipe bis eye,
T/y root is ever in i/s grave;

And thou must die.

Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses,
A box where sweets compacted lie ; 10
T/y n/usic shows ye have your closes;

And all must die.

Only a sweel and virtuous soul,
Like season'd timber, never gives:
But, though the whole world turn to coal, 15

Then chiefy lives.
i. State

(a) the circumstances under which this poem
is represented as having been composed

(b) the subject of each of the stanzas
(c) the cunnection in sense between the third

and the preceding stanzas and between the last and
the preceding stanzas ; and

(d) the subject of the poem.

2. Explain the meaning of the italicized expres-
sions.

3A writer, commenting on this poem, says
"Even in this poem we find what mars all the
poetry of Herbert, ridiculous conceits and unpleas-
ant similes.' Discuss this statement, giving reasons
for the view you take.

4. Show, by means of five well marked examples,
how Herbert has given Force and Beauty to bis
language.

5. (a) What is the difference in feeling between
Il. 1-2 and Il. 3-4, stanza 1, and how should this be
brought out in reading ?

(b) State, with reasons, which should receive
more emphasis :-" Bridal" or "earth and sky," 1.
2 ; " thoti" or " must die," 1. 4 • "thou" or " must
die," 1. 8 ; " virtuous " or " soul," 1. 13 " season'd"
or timber," 1. 14.

I I .

I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers
From the seas and the streams ;

I bear light shade for the leaves when laid
In their noon-day dreams.

From my wings are shaken the dews that 5
waken

The sweet buds every one,
When rock'd to rest on their Mother's breast,

As she dances about the sun.
I wield the flail of the lashing hail,

And whiten the green plains under; 10
And then again I dissolve it in rain,

And laugh as Ipass in thunder.

I sift the snow on the mountains below,
And their great pines groan aghast

And all the night 'lis mypillow white, 15
While I sleep in the arms of the Blast.

Sublime on the towers of my skyey bowers
Lightning, my pilot, sits ;

In a cavern under is fetter'd the Thunder-
It struggles and howls a/fits. 20

Over earth and ocean with gentle motion
This pilot is guiding-me,

Lured by the love of the Genii that move
In the depths of the purple sea ;

Over the rills and the crags and the hills,
Over the lakes and the plains,

Wherever he dream under mountain or stream
The spirit he loves remains ;

And 1 ail the while basl, in heaven's b/ue smile,
Whi/e he is dissolving in rains. 30

1. (a) By reference to Il. 5-8, explain the poctical
value of Personification.

(b) State concisely, in the order in the poen
the natural phenomena which Shelley here repre'
sents poetically ; discussing bis representations in
11. 17-28.

(c) Explain the meaning of the italicized
parts.

2. State, with reasons, which of the followimg is
preferable in the foregoing :-" Dews," 1. 5, or
"rains ; " " noon-day," 1. 4, or " mid-day ;'

dances," 1. 8, or " whirls ; " " wield," 1. 9, or
swing ; " " dissolve," 1. i1, or I melt ; " " great

pines," 1. 14, or "large oaks ;" "lured," 1. 23, or
"led ;''. " dream," 1. 27, or " dreams."

3. Develop the aptness of " rocked to rest " and
Mother's breast," 1. 7; " laugh," 1. 12 ; " sift," 1.

13 ; and " skyey bowers," 1. 17.
4. By reference to Il. 13-16 and 19-26, show how

the Melody and the Harmony of the poem have
been secured.

5. (a) Explain the movement, (or rate) tone and
force needed for the proper readng of this poem.

(b) What difference should be made between
the reading of Il. 19-20 and Il. 21-24 ?

(c) Assigning reasons, mark, with vertical
lines, the pauses tg be made in reading Il. 12, 27
and 28.

IV.
Reproduce the substance of either of the follow-

ing selections in a prose composition, displaying
suitable taste and feeling :

(1) "The Lord of Burleigh ;( (2 "The Revenge."

V.
Quote any one of the following : (i) " To Daffo-

dils ; " (2) " As Ships becalmed at Eve ; " (3) the
last three stanzas of " Tlie Cloud Confines."

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO-ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

ARITHMETIC.
W. H. BALLARD, M.A.

Exaniners: J. MCGOWAN, B.A.
tA. R. BAIN, M.A.

NOTE. -Candidates for University Scholarships
will take only those questions marked with an
asterisk. All other candidates (whether for Pass
or Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
must take the first three questions and any six of
the remainder.

i. A note for $876, dated May 17, for go days,
and bearing interest at the rate of 8 per cent. per
annum, is discounted at a bank on July 3 at 6 per
cent. What are the proceeds of the note ?

2. Explain the terns Exchange, Bill of Exchange,
Par of Exchange.

What is meant by saying, "the rate of sterling
exchange is $4.87 for 6o-day bills " ?

How is the par of exchange between two coun-
tries arrived at ?

3. What capital should be invested in 6 per cent.
stock at 104 to produce an income one-third greater
than that derived from $1,500 invested in 7 per
cent. stock- at 115 ?

What rate of interest is received on the moneY
nvested in each case?

*4. Prove that a vulgar fraction may always be
reduced to a terminated or to a repeating decimal.

Explain any short method of reducing 4 to a
repeating decimal.

*5. Explain the method of contracted multiplica-
tion of decimals.

Employ this method to find the number of
cubic yards in a cubic metre correct to 4 decinial
places, a metre being equal to 1.09363 yards linear
measure.

*6. A rectangular solid is hammered until its
length is increased 1o per cent., and its width 15
per cent.;. by how much per cent. lias its thickness
been diminished ?

*7. The cost of manufacturing a certain article
depends partly on the cost of labor and partly on
the cost of the raw inaterial. Wages rise25 per cent.,
but a reduction of one-sixth in the cost of mîaterial
enables the manufacturer to produce 16 of the
articles for what 15 cost him before the change.
How nuch does the raw umaterial for $oo worth of
the manufactured article now cost iîii?

*8. The expense of constructing a railroad is
$2,ooo,oo, two-fifths of which was borrowed 01n
mortgage at 5 per cent., and the remaining three-
fifths was held in shares. What niust be the aver
age weekly receipts so as to pay the shareholders
4 per cent., the expenses of working the road being
55 per cent. of the gross receipts?

*9. A person buys a bouse and lot-the lot being
worth i as much as the house-and lets to a tenant
at a monthly rental of one per cent. on the cost of
the property. He finds that the lot will rise 5 per
cent. and the bouse depreciate 4 per cent. in value
every year ; that insurance (on 1 of the value of the
property insured) will cost him i per cent. every
three years ; that bis taxes will be 18 mills on the
dollar, and that the assessors have valued bis pro-
perty at 10 per cent. less than lie gave for it. What
rate per cent. will be receive on the money be lias
invested?
. *1o. An invoice of British merchandise, amount
ng to £2o,o and subject to an ad valoremn dutY

of 35 per cent., is received at New York and con-
verted tc U. S. noney at the rate Of $4844 to the
pound sterling, instead of $4-8665, the true value :
how much is gained or lost by the d fference and by
whom ?
- *i i. In 1837 the U.S. half-dollar was changed in

weiglit fron 208 grains to 2061 grs., and in fineness
from .8924 to .9oo ; find the least whole numbers
which will show the relative values of the coins be-
fore and after the change.

*12. A leaves P for Q, 39 miles distant, at the
same time that B leaves Q for P ; they travel at
uniform rates of speed till they meet. B then in-
creases his speed one-eighth and reaches P -in 5
hours from the time be met A; while A, after rest-
ing for an hour, proceeds at Î% bis former rate and
reaches Q at the same time that B reaches P
Find the rate at which each person set out.
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Corres ondence.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PROGRAMME.
7'otMe Editor ofihe EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

IN the JOURNAL of June I5th appeared a very
elaborate programme for an ungraded country
Schoo. It is no flattery to say that, considering
how much is to be taught, and that time is limited,
the programme is an excellent one, and shows
great care and no little skill and system on the
Part of Miss J. E. Anderson, who compiled it.
Those teachers, and only those, who have at-
tenpted to so arrange the work of an ungraded
schoo that each subject should receive a due share
tf th teacher's attention, can appreciate the
thouglit and study Miss Anderson must have be-
StOwed on ber programme to succeed so well as shebas donc.

Still, it is evident that she has fallen far short of
Preparing an ideal time-table. It is true, every
'inute is occupied, and well occupied, and I doubt
whether a much better result can easily be ob-
taied, even with that programme as a help. I
purpose showing where the trouble is, and suggest-
Iflg a remedy.

Of the time spent by a pupil in school under a
Pood teacher, the most valuable part is that spent
in1 class. The work at the desk is a valuable pre-
Paratory or supplementary work, but his progress
depends much less on it than on the former. Es-
pecially is this true of the Public Schools, and of
the lower classes in these schools.

It is quite possible to make a recitation too
n ; but when it falls short of twenty-five min-Utes or thirty minutes for a fourth class, it might

profitably be lengthened. In.stating below the
tile spent on a subject by a class, as allowed on
Miss Anderson's programme, I mean the time-
given to it in class for one week.

Arithmetic lessons for the third and fourth
classes receive i hour 20 minutes for each class •they should receive at least 2 hours. Reading in'
these classes occupies 30 minutes for each class ;
it would not be giving a moment too much to give
each class 2 hours a week to practice this, which is"the key of all knowledge." Forty-five minutes
are spent at grammar by both the third and the
fourth. If grammar be studied at ail, at least
double this time should be given it. Composition,
tfrnucb more importance, is given 15 minutes' at-
tention once a week. In this subject the secondcash fares better, spending an hour in languages.3urther, the fourth and third classes spend each
30 minutes at geography, 30 minutes at spelling,and 30 minutes at orthocpy ; while 45 minutes is
9iven to British history and the same to Canadianhistory by the fourth class, and 30 minutes to eachof these subjects by the third class. In how many
years could an average pupil complete the Public
Schoo Geography, spending 30 minutes a week in
recitations ? Or the course in British history by
5Pending 45 minutes a week in recitations ? Spell-
'fig deserves at least an hour a week.

Miss Anderson bas shown good judgment in giv-
1ng to the lower classes much more time in some
ceportant subjects than the higher classes re-
cive. Thus, the first class has 2>• hours forarithmetic and 2,½• hours for reading. The secondca has 55 minutes for arithmetic and 40 minutesfor reading, and for spelling i 51 hours ; 45 minutes

thre given to spelling in the first class. At writing
the Whole school spends 45 minutes a week, and atirawing 30 minutes. A i5-minute lesson is given
On temrperance. Alas for agriculture ! It is

r"owded out-
Oubtless the programme is capable of some

ilflprovement ; but no improvement is possible that
Will aiow justice to be done to half the subjectsWithout almost dropping all the others. It will be
dserved that in the time-table referred to, no sub-
babsion of classes is marked ; and there is pro-babty not a single school in the Province where
hre are no "senior" and "junior" classes.

at is to be done should there be a fifth class ?nd how is a teacher to avoid having a fifth class,
When parents insist on sending pupils who have
Passed the entrance examination ?
couther there is time for all. the subjects on the
not se Of study to receiye due attention, or there is

• If there is, let the Department of Education

state how many hours, at least, should be given a
week to each subject in the course, in class les-
sons. For the guidance of teachers, and for their
assistance, let the Department arrange a pro-
gramme for an ungraded school of six classes, let
us Say ; two firstS, two seconds or two thirds, and
a fourth class ; let another programme show what
should be done in case there should be a fifth
class in such a school. (The teacher should be aI-
lowed to modify the programme as the exigencies of
his school might reqire.) Let it be shown, too,
how each class might profitably be occupied dur-
ing the whole day.

I have no hesitation in saying that not one mem-
ber of the Central Committee, or the whole of them
put together, could prepare such a programme,
using the present course of study as a basis.

If, then, the thing cannot be done, why is this
great burden laid on the teachers, and from time
to time increased ? A parallel will occur to most
of your readers ; it is recorded in Exodus v. 6-8 :
"And Pharaoh commanded the same day the task-
masters of the people and their officers, saying,
Ye shall no more give the people straw to make
brick, as heretofore ; let them go and gather straw
for themselves. And the tale of the bricks which
they did make heretofore ye shall lay on them ; ye
shall not diminish aught thereof." The discovery
of the ancient Egyptian city of Pithom, i 1883,
revealed the fact that, as a result of Pharaoh's
edict, many of the bricks were made without any
straw ; and beyond a doubt, several of the subjects
now supposed to be taught in the Public Schools
of Ontario sadly suggest the strawless bricks.

At first sight it may not appear like progress to
strike off some subjects from the course ; but it
would be real wisdom, and real progress would
follow. Why should ungraded country schools
be compelled to keep up all the subjects studied in
graded city schools ?

Except in the foregoing sentence, I have not re-
ferred to graded schools ; for though to make a
good programme for them is no child's play, it is
easy compared with what the country teacher has
to attempt. Respectfully yours,

JOHN WALLIS.

TIME-TABLES.
To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-The programme on page 72 was, in my
opinion, the best of the many good things in your
issue of June i5th. Though not " young " as a
teacher, I confess I always find it difficult to frame
a workable time-table, nor have I yet succeeded in
devising an entirely satisfactory one. The one
you published, having stood the test of experience,
is no doubt the best for the school in which it bas
been used successfully, yet it seems to me that the
average teacher in a rural school could not always
adhere to it. For instance, unless al the children
in Part I. can be taught in one class-which is
scarcely possible-half an hour a day for the first
book reading classes seems too short. Again, I
find that on Mondays the second classes have one
hour at their seats for geography, and 30 or 45
minutes for language, while the third class have 70
minutes for geography. As it does not appear
that the desk work is in all cases a preparation for
the next recitation, some time would need to be
set apart for examining the work done in the sub-
jects mentioned, as well as in arithmetic ; but with
twenty recitations a day, the required time could
not well be spared.

In my opinion, the two greatest difficulties in
connection with school organization in rural sec-
tions are, first, to find time for the teacher's work ;
and secondly, to find work for the pupils' time-
the latter by far the more difficult of the two.
There are at least five classes to be taught, count-
ing two firsts, and the teaching has all to be done
in about five hours ; that is, on an average, one
hour to each class, while each pupil spends four
hours a day at his seat. In one short hour the
teacher bas three things to do: first, to examine
the class on what they have done or studied during
four hours ; secondly, to teach them something
new of every subject on the authorized programme
of studies ; and thirdly, to put them in the way of
employing themselves for four hours more in
acquiring additional knowledge, or in fixing perma-
nently in. their minds the knowledge already

acquired. While teaching one class, he must keep
the four remaining classes at work. Now, the
problem-to my mind not an easy one-is, how to
provide interesting and profitable employment for
each pupil during four hours of the day, or-which
is more difficult-how to make the pupil enjoy
idleness during the whole or a greater part of those
four hours.

In connection with this matter an important
question arises : What is the shortest time that a
child can work by himself at school, and yet re-
ceive the full benefit of an hour's teaching ? Is it
four hours, or could it not be reduced to one or
two, especially in junior classes ? If so, there is
no good reason why children should be confined
in a room, and made to sit quietly for two or three
hours more, when they are able to use their limbs
and enjoy themselves in the open air. The only
reason, I suppose, why innocent children are tor-
tured in this way is that such was the custom
among our forefathers. It is to be hoped, how-
ever, that the twentieth century may find us less
conservative and more humane, It would greatly
relieve both teachers and pupils, and help materi-
ally in solving the time-table problem, if one-half
of the classes in rural schools attended in the fore-
noon and the other half in the afternoon. The
chief objection to such an arrangement would be
that young children, especially in winter, need the
protection of their older brothers or sisters, and
that therefore the whole family should attend
school at the same time. I do not think that many
would raise this objection, for when a teacher
allows children in the lowest class to go home be-
fore four o'clock, very few of them wait for the
other classes. The plan I have suggested is worth
trying, at least on paper.

July 13, 1889. RUSTICUS.

For Friday 4fternoon.

A QUARREL.
THERE's a knowing little proverb,

From the sunny land of Spain ;
But in Northland as in Southland,

Is its meaning clear and plain.
Lock it up within your heart

Neither lose nor lend it-
Two it takes to make a quarrel;

One can always end it.

Try it well in every way.
Still you'll find it true,

In a fight without a foe.
Pray what could you do?

If the wrath is yours alone,
Soon will you expend it-

Two it takes to make a quarrel;
One can always end it.

Let's suppose that both are wroth,
And the strife begun,

If one voice shall cry for " Peace,"
Soon it will be done.

But if one shall span the breach,
He will quickly mend it-

Two it takes to make a quarrel;
one can always end it.

AN AGRICULTURAL PLANT.

OH, let me drink from the moss grown pump
That was hewn from the pumpkin tree,

Eat mush and milk from a rural stump,
From form and fashion free;

New gathered mush from the mush-room vine,
And milk from the milk-weed sweet,

And luscious pine-apple from the pipe-
Such food as the god's might eat !

And then to the white-washed dairy PIl turn,
Where the dairy-maid hastening hies,

Her ruddy and golden-red butter to churn
From the milk of her butterflies ;

And l'il rise at morn with the early bird,
To the fragrant farm-yard pass,

When the farmer turns his beautiful herd
Of grasshoppers out to grass.

-S. W Foss, in Tid-Bits.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the

merits of the "Concise Imperial Dictionary' It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding,
and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for
$5.50, plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party the JOURNAL for $1.oo.

Editorial.

TORONTO, SEPTEMBER 2, 1889.

REGULATIONS OF THE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT.

As the modifications just made in the regula-
tions respecting teachers' certificates and the
courses of study in the High Schools are of
general interest, we submit a synopsis of those
that are most important.

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE OF STUDY.

In Form I., the course in History and Geo-
graphy now reads :-The leading events of
Canadian and English history-the nineteenth
century more particularly. Commercial, physi-
cal, and mathematical geography-geography of
Canada and the British Empire more particularly.

In Botany, the study of the Cryptogams has
been omitted, and Euclid, Book I, Propositions
1-26, with deductions, has been prescribed.

In Form II. no change has been made, except
that the course in Botany in this form includes
the Cryptogams, and the Flowering Plants of the
locality in which the High School is situated,
and that Zoology has not been added.

In Form III., the course of study is also un-
changed, except that Zoology, as defined in the
Hih Scool Zoology, has been added to the
Science option.

The High School examinations are now to be
known as the Primary, the Junior Leaving and
the Senior Leaving examinations.

The Primary examination will be held on the
subjects of study in Form I. - those hitherto pre-
scribed for Third Class certificates; but there will
be no paper in Euclid, or in the Principles of
Reading- an examination in oral reading only-
and the examinations in drawing and book-
keeping will be modified, as detailed below.
The Junior Leaving examination will be on the
subjects of study in Form II.-those hitherto
prescribed for Second Class subjects : it is under-
stood that, should arrangements be made for
substituting a Leaving examination for the pres-
ent Junior Matriculations of the Universities,
the subjects of such Leaving examination will be
substituted for those nowprescribed for Form IL.,
but the subjects of examination for Second Class
certificates will remain unchanged. For the
Senior Leaving examination, the subjects are
those now prescribed for Form III.-those
formerly prescribed for First Class Certificates-
Zoology, however, being added to the Science
option.

The following important modifications have
been made in the character of the examinations
-we give the regulations as they now read :

53. The examination papers shall be so con-
structed as to allow a choice of questions, and
shall not involve difficulties which properly pre-
pared candidates cannot master in the time
allowed. The papers in English Grammar shall
assume that the practical applications of the
subject are subordinate to its value as a means
of mental training. More importance shall be
attached hereafter to English Composition. At
the Primary Examination, each paper on Poeti-
cal and on Prose Literature and on the Latin,
French, and German authors shall contain, in
addition to questions on passages from the pre-
scribed texts, questions on passages from works
not prescribed, but similar in style and of equal
difficulty. In the case of Latin, French, and
German, the meaning shall be given of words
not likely to have been met with by the çandi-
dates, and the examinations in the " Sight-work "
shall determine, not whether the candidate has
read more than the prescribed texts, but whether
he is familiar with the idioms and constructions
met with in the prescribed course. The papers
in Arithmetic at the Primary Examination shall
consist of three sections, containing respectively
questions to test the candidate's accuracy, his
mental training, and his knowledge of commer-
cial transactions ; the papers shall contain com-
mercial problems heretofore contained in the
papers on Book-keeping ; and either arithmeti-
cal or algebraic solutions will be accepted. The
value of the questions in pure and applied AI-
gebra at the Primary Examination shall be about
equal. In Botany and Zoology speciniens for
description and identification shall be submitted
to the candidates at all the examinations.

117. The marks assigned to the Book-keeping
of the Commercial Course shall be awarded for
writing, neatness, and accuracy, as the result of
the examination of a set of books worked out by
the candidate, the set of books to consist of Day
Book, Journal, Ledger, Bills Receivable, and
Bills Payable. The marks assigned to Drawing
shall be awarded as the result of the examination
of the candidate's drawing books in the course
prescribed in Form I. ; either work done in the
drawing books authorized for High Schools or
work equivalent thereto in character and amount
will be accepted by the Department. No paper
will be set in Dictation, but one mark for every
misspelt word shall be deducted from the marks
obtained in every subject of examination. One
mark shall also be deducted for each instance of
bad English.

1i8. The sets of book-keeping and drawing
books shall be transmitted by the Headmaster
to the Public School Inspector, on or before
June 1st, in each year ; in each case, duly
attested by the teacher of the subject, and
accompanied by a certificate signed by the
Headmaster and the teacher of the subject, that
the candidate has completed satisfactorily the
commercial and drawing courses prescribed for
Form I. The Public 'School Inspectors and
other competent persons appointed by the
Minister of Education shall examine, at local
centres, the sets of books in book-keeping and

drawing, in accordance with instructions issued
by the Education Department.

TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES.

The examination subjects for Third Class
are those now prescribed for the Primary exami-
nation ; for Second Class, those now prescribed
for the Junior Leaving examination ; and for
First Class Certificates, those now prescribed for
the Senior Leaving examination.

Graduation in Arts, after a regular course in
any chartered University in the British Domin-
ion, will now be accepted as the equivalent of
First Class Certificate non-professional.

The following clause has been added to the
Regulations defining the requirements for spe-
cialist standing in a Collegiate Institute :

A graduate in Arts, of at least ten years' ex-
perience in High School teaching on the first of
July, 1889, shall also be awarded, without ex-
amination, a specialist's certificate in a depart-
ment, provided the character of his teaching in
the department has, on inspection, been ranked
first-class, and provided, also, pupils prepared
by him have obtained first class honors in the
department at the Senior Matriculation or the
First year examination of Toronto University, or
at any other examination adjudged by the Edu-
cation Department the equivalent thereof.

The following formerly appeared as a memor-
andum, but is now included in the Regulations:

SPECIALIST AND FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES.

S116. A. Specialist's Certificate, or a First Clasý
Certificate of any grade, may be granted on the
examination conducted by any chartered Uni-
versity, in the Province of Ontario, on the fol
lowing conditions:-

(1.) The examination shall be the regular
University examinations: no special or supple-
mentary examinations will be accepted.

(2.) Each applicant shall submit to the Edu-
cation Department, with his application, a copy
of the time table of each examination, and of the
examination papers on which he wrote, both
being certified by the Registrar of the Univer-
sity. A confidential statement from the Regis-
trar of the University of the marks obtained by
the applicant on each paper, and of such other
marks as may have been awarded him at each
oral or practical examination, will also be re

quired ; it being understood that, should the
standard set by the University be higher or
lower than the Departmental standard, the Edu-
cation Department shail value the papers as it
may consider necessary. In the case of candi-
dates for First Class Grade C., the answer
papers shall also be transmitted by the Regis
trar to the Department.

THE " LEAVING " EXAMINATIONS.

As will be seen by the report, on another
page, of the annual meeting of the Ontario
Teachers' Association, the proposal to establish
a system of " Leaving" Examintions at the
termination of the High School courses, has been"
approved by the High gchool masters, and en-
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dorsed by the Minister of Education. (By the
Way cannot a better descriptive title be found for
these examinations ?) The change is in the right
direction, and we are glad it seems likely to
be brought about with general consent.

The *scheme outlined by the High School
masters includes, if we understand it, three dis-
tinct grades of examination papers, correspond-
ing to which three grades of certificates are to
be awarded, equivalent respectively to the
Present Third Class, Second Class and First
Class C Certificates. The details of the scheme
are given elsewhere. Whether it will involve
a discontinuance of the present system, by which
the Junior Matriculation Pass and Honor exam-
ination papers are used for Second and First
C examinations, respectively; whether, on the
other hand, those papers will be adopted for the
Junior and Senior High School examinations ;
Or finally, whether the University authorities will
decide to accept the certificates awarded at the

Leaving " examinations, _Pro tanto, in lieu of
their own matriculation examinations, remains
to be seen. As the plan now about to be
adopted was advocated by the Principal and
Professors of Queen's University, the High
school certificates will almost certainly be ac-
cepted by that institution. Victoria and Trinity
have also, it is understood, expressed themselves
as in favor of uniform examinations, and will, it
may reasonably be inferred, accept these as
embodying that principle. We confidently
assume, of course, that the examiners to be
appointed will be chosen on some system that
Will commend itself to the universities, and
inspire general confidence. McMaster has
already virtually settled the question, so far as
her Arts Department is concerned, by deciding
to accept the certificate of the Headmaster of
any High School or Collegiate Institute that a
given student has satisfactorily completed cer-
tain subjects, in lieu of a matriculation examina-
tion in those subjects.

We may reasonably hope that the change will
Prove beneficial to the High schools, and to
secondary education in the Province. In order
tO effect this in the highest degree, it is, in our
Opinion, extremely desirable that the courses
and examinations shall be so conducted as to
remove, as far as possible, the impression that
the one great end and aim of the secondary
schools is to prepare students for the universi-
ties, and for the teaching and other learned pro-

fessions. Some of the High School Principals,
We are glad to see, clearly recognize the desira-
bility of this, though the proposal to make the

projected examinations correspond with the
requirements of the present teachers' examina-
tions, suggests the opposite idea. The certifi-
cates to be awarded should, in each case,
represent an educational course more or less
complete in itself, and thus suited as a prepara-
tion for any occupation or industry. In a word,
the HighSchoolgraduate(we do not like that word
in this connection, but cainnot recall a better,)
should, even if unable to pursue his studies
farther, go forth into the community as a well-

educated and intelligent man or woman ; one ren, who will, no doubt, as heretofore, visit the
whose faculties, perception, rational and moral, grounds in large numbers, may combine an ex-
have been thoroughly trained, and who is, there- cellent day's schooling with a healthful and de-
fore, well prepared for the duties and responsi- lightful day's recreation. The more remote
bilities of citizenship in a free, self-ruling state. from the city their l6cation, the more will they

__________profit by the opportunity The dullest of them
cani hardly fail to go back with enlarged ideas

THE TORONTO INDUSTRAL EXHI- and ambitions and a better knowedge of the
BITION. country he lives in. We think, as we said before,

that it would be an excellent plan if each school
FEw of our readers will need to be reminded boy or girl who can visit the Exhibition were

of the Industrial Exhibition, which opens in this to be asked to study up some department in
city on the 9 th inst. and continues until the 21St which he or she may be specially interested,
inst. This annnal display of the natural re- with.a view to writîng a full description on re-
sources and the manufactured products of the turning to the school.

Province has now become so well and favor-
ably known throughout the Dominion and be- WHAT IS FAIR CRITICISM?

tis unneces- REFERRIN to a suggestion in a recent num-
fber of the JOURNAL that it might do teachers

sary. who are chronic scolds or grumblers some good
It may be well to observe, however, that as a could they hear what their pupils say of them, -a

resuct of the extensive enlargements and im- writer in the Winnipeg School Tmes says,
provements of the grounds which have been " aProbably the editor of the EDUcATIONAL

mdas well as of the growing popularity of the JOURNAL would like a dose of his own medi-
cine." Certainly he would. But we should like

Exhibition, there is every reason to expect that it to be our own medicine, coming at first hand
the display this autumn will surpass that of any from our critics, not the bitter compound the
preceding year. The institution is fortunate in cimes "Teacher" would have prepared for us by
having fallen into the hands of an exceptionally " so e virtuous scandal-monger."

vigorous and efficient management, and not Teacher" goes on to say:
"But the funniest part of it is that on another

only the city but the Province is to be congratu page of the saie journal, the editor bas very
lated on the fact that it has fallen into such scant praise for certain anonymous criticism of
hands. As a consequence, no expense, or effort, the Normal School. Isn't it good for Normal

or exercise of foresight seems to be spared in School teachers to hear what their pupils say of
pe en t? Are they too high for criticism? Themedefact of its being anonymous is nothing to the
and satisfactory as possible in ail respects. point, if the charges are true, and thec editor in

We have on a former occasion spoken of the question may find out readily enough whether

educational value of such a dispay, and this a theie is likely to be much truth in it. And

of course, the point of connection between it when he has found out, it is doubtful if he
andtheJounal Itis ot asyto hin ofanywould feel like saying much about it, lest it
andthejounal Itis ot asyto hin ofanyshould reflect on the piry that is responsible

other way in which any citizen of intelligence, for the conduct of the Normal School."
young or old, who knows how to use his eyes, Two or three remarks are suggested. We
could acquire in the course of a day or two readily admit that the fact of criticism proper

much information of a clear and comprehensive being anonymous is nothing to the point, so
n e t h is t ng long as it is legitimate crticism. Is the reason-
ediing sound? Are the conclusions valid? These

from department to department he is able to are the main questions. If the reader has the
study, one after another, the varied sources of means of making Up his md in regard to them,
wealthwhich theProvincecontainsandthe varîed that is ail that is necessary. But when per
kinds of industry by which the rich and abun- sonal matters are introduced, personal practices

ridiculed or personal character assaled, the case
dant materials suppied by nature are being is different. Everything then depends upon

trasformed into shapes adapted for the uses, the veracity of the'accuser, and the public
comforts and elegancies of our civilization. should know who he is. The weight of a legiti-
Soul, forest, lake, mine and mineraI bed, each in mate criticism depends upon itself; that of a

Fpersonal accusation upon the character of the
itstur i lad nde cntrbuton an nt olyman who makes it.

are the finished produbts set out in almost end- Readers of the EDUcATIONAL JOURNAL wi
less array in the various departments, for inspec- be able to judge whether it has been hampered
tion, but more interesting still to many mînds, by the fear of reflecting upon the party respon.

samples of ah the complicated and wonderfu sible for the conduct of the Normal School, or
any other party. We are quite willing it should

machinery by which these products are turned ie judged by its record. If our memory serves

out and great indfstrial operations carried on, us, we have sometimes been suspected of the
are present for examination, and in many cases opposite tendency. The counter- insinuations
may be seen in operation, so that the actual pro- may be taken as evidence of our impartiality." But th funniestWe deemt it conceivable that an educational

paper may be governed by the simpe desire to
We have no doubt that every teacher to whom promote the cause of education. To that

this fine exposition is accessible wilI find him- height, not inaccessible, we hope, the JOURNAL

self well repaid by a visit. Food for thouglît humbly aspires.
and material for illustration may be stored up in Normal Schools are fit subjects for criticism.

Those who have passed through them are, in
abundance some respects, in the best position to offer such
single day's sttdy and observation. And as we criticsm. Let it be freely bestowed, but let it
have said on a former occasion, the school child- be fair maely and above-board,

125,
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Primary Depar/ment. into some of the class-rooms where they are used Ist. Should calisthenics be taught to primaryso effectively, you would agree with me as to their pupils ?usefulness. 
2nd. If so, how and when should this teachingINTRODUCTORY. Honor rolls may be used for excellence in dif- be given?THE aim of the conductors of this department ferent subjects, such as writing, calisthenics, read- True education bas been defined to be the sym-wlll be to make it very helpful to all teachers of ing, story-writing, etc., or they may be used for metrical growth of the whole being physically,juor classes. They, almost more than any other general good conduct, as in a case where all who mentally and mworally.

class of teachers, need inspiration and assistance had not been reproved or punished for misdemean- To do the greatest amount of good in thé world,
ofths kn the emnd uspiration thei ainet ors during the week, by detention after school to be a strongratet that will tel for hewod,and orighinaty is constant. A great deal has been hours or m.any other way, were rewarded by hav- for God, and for eternity, a healthy body is essential;
said orgnglt 

thei namsant plce onea thel Hono List. wg muthv9mn aai fr ao"Ia
said by mere theorists on what may be done in the in their names placed on the Honor List. we must hav''e blkods e tialprimary rooms ; our purpose is to place in these Talk the matter over with your children, and'let been said that it is as much a religious duty to takey wthem decide on what kind of a design they would care of the body as it is to pray. We have no room
cl.mns only work known to be possible and prac- like, but lead up, perhaps, to the subject of soldiers, for drones in this hive of the Nineteenth Centr,The methods presented will not be myths, but and watch how their eyes sparkle as you tell how and therefore to be abreast of the tie ne nustrather, we hope, attractive, successful, proved some good, brave soldiers held and defended a be alive. A good physical c enstitmteon is a grandreaties. The good old plans begn to lose teifort, and how there were brave girls also who foundation for acute thinking, true feeling, and

novelty, and the new are often bard to find, but thei helped. Soldiers have generally a great fascina- right willing. A few weeks ago, a friend, while
progressive teacher will be constantly on the o tion for children, and when you suggest making a conversing with a proeinent A aerican physician,
look for anything to add zest and interest to ber largefort on your spare blackboard (or on brown asked if the tendency of moden civilization was not
work. We hopeobe to be aeto render efficient paper) and picking out good soldiers' names to fill to devote too muc time to the development of the
suggestion and aid m this laudable purpose. it, their ambition and effort to be one of the brave physical system. The answer was a decided nega-

Communications and contributions, especially will be almost startling. Do not be afraid to use tive. Dr. G- said that on this continent every-
those from actual teachers, will be gladly received the term " good soldiers " whenever occasion per- thing is run to nerve; the nervous system is being
ans cref tul exame, wethlrtten for publi-' mits, as it appeals very forcibly to a natural and put under such a tension, and is being strained and
and carefully examined, whether w en or obe- honorable ambition. A large brig or schooner with excited to such an extent, to keep up witr the keention. The conductors will be especially glad to the names of the deserving boys as the good, hap- competition of the age that the only remedy, the
render any aid n their power, by way of giving ex- py-hearted crew, will work very well also. It is sole counteracting agent, is the building up of the
planations, removing difficulties, and smoot ing advisable to keep your topsail for those who have body by healthy gymnastics.

pIanationsin 
badvin tbeites on motthe way for the young and inexperienced. 'ng had their names n the mainsail, jibs, etc., for a Having attempted to show the general benefits

thewayforth yong nd neperencd.montb. The namnes, of course, must be altered of a good physique, let us proceed to flnd out
every Friday evening, and the reading of these whether or not calisthenics tend to promote and in-

SCHOOL-ROOM LIGHTS. forms a very interesting part of Monday's work. crease human vigor. Calistbenic exercises, beingBY RHODA LEE. An honor roll the girls take great pride in is the physica, cause extra circulation of the blood, thusBEFORE discussing in particular any one of the bee-hive, in which the names of those girls who try calling the latter away rom the braln, whih is,
many E subjecss badn primuary wok, Ioul th'hardest to be industrious, quiet and thoughtful are therefore, relieved for a time of mental strain. If

many subjects embraced in primary work, f would to be found. performed after intellectuan exercise tey rest thelike to say a litthe about general plans for class In constructing these honor lists, encourage the mind, because change of work means rest. Themanagement, and the preservation of the cheerful children to find out for themselves all they can arms and chest are strengtened by these actions,and happy, yet orderly and earnest, spirit that about the fort, brig or bee-hive, and their interest and the air volume of the lngs is ncreased thereby.must pervade a we-organized primary class. Let will be still further increased. Do not cripple your In addition to the grand benefits to be derieedany who thinks a primay division can begoverned pupils by telling thein anything they can find out physically from such culture, there is a reflex actionby the saime means as an advanced one, try it for for themselves. Let those who are able bring you on the mind. Morally, too, ne is the better for hav-a short time, and te wil undoubtedly discover his colored chalk to make them with, or brown paper ing gone trougb the discipline necessary to themistake. No, in the primary classes we must ave to cut then out of, if you have not blackboard to thoughtful and definite performance of caisttencs.entirely diffrent plans, and every new plan draw on, or pictures to assist in making them. Before pi-oceeding further, let me prescit to yourevoved will bring in its train a dozen others, an d Allow the children to assist in making their honor minds the picture of a class that bas not had the
suh eydwyou m u _con nt i a yo e re ste rdi rolls, and they will be all the more anxious to fill development desirable from such exercises. Let usbehid you, in constant demand, yet being steadly them. Instil into them the spirit of help. Work go into the room where such a ciass is ad noterefiled, not with the oud material, but the new. with them and they will work with you, our observations. We frst detect a listlss imp,Do not attempt to keep your " mi grindiug" wit and the spirit of loving, happy co-operation wili indolent air, a lack of character and brigtness.pleasure by putting ito it the fresbuess andew- steal ito your room, brightening the darkest and When we have saluted the, there i5 very likely n
nes tha chiren loe and apreciae, and that cheermng the dullest. There must also be the response, or, if any, it îs suh an one that we shouldness that chaldeen love and appreciate, and that daily and hourly inspiration, as well as the weekly have preferred that it had o been given. Certainlyadd interest and zest to everything tey do. Th s one of reading the naines of successful ones. Do the greeting was not given uifomy, or as if it wasmay give you trouble, but it neer fails to repay not be sparing with your little invigoratiug word meat. The schoars did nfot stand up, or if theya iundredfold. now and then. " Be not weary in well doing," for did it was but in a logidg position at best. TheAu important feature in primay work is the remember, children have not the steadfastness of general position in cass is pot erect, graceful oraini g and preseot ving the respect of your pupils. memory and purpose that you have, and, in conse- easy. Those actions such as standing up, sittiugDo not let tem ave the meinory of promises un- quence, need help. down, taking slates, returni g sates, tc., whicidulfiled or of unfaithfuloness te any forin, but en- One of the daily helps, I find, is my " watch." should be performed in unison, quietcy, ad as iteavor always to place before them an unfailing ex- Take a large sheet of pasteboard and cut it to were automaticall m are executed with a pitiablemple of faithfulness and siucerity in al taing<d represent a large watch-dial. Place on it numbers indifference. In the course of the average child's;maii or great. When you have the respect and
ove of your scholars, you can inspire tem ; with to represent the various rows or classes in vour school life, such actious are perfoemed many thou-
lut that you cannot. The successful teacher o room. When certain commands or signals are sands of times, acd if doe iu this mackadaisica
be little folks must be able to do this to advan - given immediately move the small hand of the manner, who can estimate the evil effects producedae. ut heres Iusthink of oe tdote bito inspr- watch to the number representing the row at that in the character. What aie the prospects for a
ge. Just here I think of one ittle bit of inspira- time most orderly, prompt and definite in action country's future, if the schools tur out careless,ion a teacher had which she caled er "h eart and position. The watch should, of course, be puny, indefinte, characteress boys and girlsnottoes," a good ne lasting about a month. On where every child in the room can readily see it. As we sow so sharl we reap.skig for them, she gave me two or thsie which The children took great interest in this from the But somene asks, "What eed bas My primayreted o forc and m eig bynte, childien begimning, and I found that it overcame a difficulty class of such exercises? Tbey are restless eough

hea foul of force and wasery elpfl : the rht, with which all teachers of little folks have to con- without my giving aeyytbig wbich will excite theme foud was very helpful: "We'il do te rightin " tend, namely, lack of promptness in stopping physicaly." To this we aswer as follows: Yourn, "Good sodiers we'l try to b, fhghting what's work. The quick hands of our " watch " could grant that theseexercises arepysically develop-rog ;" 3rd, "Try to be upright, hoest, true. never have anything to say to a slow-handed row. ing. Then is it not your duty to do all in yourhese little mottoes, and others like tem, referred I have only touched on a few of the many devices pewer to help your class toard good physicaln ccasionaily in the course of the day, were used i aytah r m s m ly asi cni e co d i n. Y t tt h ty u ls srsls.
ith good effect. Let us try to do what we can to the primary teacher must employ, as incentives conditions. You state that owr good isicasstil into the children iu oui primaiy rooms and and work-pri-omoters, but space and time will not at Is not this restTessness a clear proof that ature
round in them true principles of hon-r and u present permit of more. Allow me but one word is calling out for a change Of occupation? Now
ghtne. i amconiuced that it is the place for in closing. Do let the sunlight and brightness of the teacher should renemîer the principle, " pro-
gtess.t lovene that t ac pr a happy spirit get into your room ; let it in from ceed according to nature," ad should step in andpem. Let love, ot fear, be the attracting pri every crack and corner, chase out all gloom, and control this activity, by giving the pupils definitepe dn your schol work. Without alowing the make your room, at least, the bright, attractive, exercises to perform. She should guide theiry to iucriease the attractiveness of the school, happy place it ought to be. uneasiness by directimg it into legtmate chanels
om and work, by every little art and device that 

of motion. If our classes work wel, for, say foi-tyorn nd ork byevey lttleartanddevce hatflve 
minutes, in their seats, and we, at the eud of

s within your reach. Try not to make the doing CALISTHENICS. that time give them from fve to ten minutes forright a hardship, but put it in such an attractive BY ARNOLD ALCOtT. physical exercise, they wil be able to tik haderess as to draw the most troublesoe boy in your LET us consider this department of physical cul- for another our, ad will be more ordery than ifJss into the right pato. ture in its relation to the needs of primary classes. we had tried to keep them steadily at the mentalJust a andg this ne we come to the sumject of Lu order to do this efficiently it is necessary to be grindstone without change. Thes e exercises fomnnr mls, ad 1 thik, could you glance witb me fully decided ou the two followimg points :- such an invaluable aid to discipline, that we are
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persuaded that when once the truth concerning them
15 grasped, they will be recognized as a "magnum
bOnum " in the schoolroom.

2nd :-How and when should calisthenics be
taught :-Before the exercises are commenced, the
Windows should be opened, (if ventilation be by the
Windows), so that fresh air may be admitted. The
pupils should betold to stand up, and the teacher
should see that every pupil is really standing on
both feet, with the hands at the side and the head
erect. Then the first part of an exercise should be
Patterned by the teacher, pupils watching. Next,
the teacher should tell the pupils that they are to
iltate her pattern, when the command "one" is

given. Calisthenics should be taught mainly through
the eye, rather than through the ear. There should
be very little verbal explanation. We must begin
with the thing, itself, which is obviously the action.

But, you say, suppose my class do not do the
motion as I did it, how am I to rectify the mistake?
Say to the children, I will do this motion twice,
those of you who notice a difference, may let me
know. When a difference is detected, then get the
contrast pointed out, and proceed by telling the
class you want them to do the motion as it was
done the second time. Thus the pupils are trained
to discover their own errors. We keep the right
way at the end, in order that it be the more defin-
itely imprinted on the memory. After the same
uanner, teach the second motion ; then repeat the
two motions, and so on, until an exercise is com-
Pleted. In future articles I shall give specimen
lessons on the teaching of certain exercises. These
actions should be performed definitely, vigorously,
and forcibly. How are we to' infuse this life and
energy into a listless,phlegmatic pupil? The teacher
should do the exercise as it was done by this lifeless
scholar, and should then appeal to the class in some
such way as this :-Was that exercise done well?
No. What was wrong with it? If the children
cannot define their ideas, then suggest as follows :
Was there enough fire about it? Is that the way you
Would play at hall? Johnnie, do you play tag like
this ? Lead your pupils to realize that they should
put life, energy, force, vigor, etc., into the exercise.
By introducing games with which the children are
familiar, so as to help them to draw comparisons, we
are keeping before us one of the soundest, broadest,
and most philosophical of the principles of peda-
gogy, viz., that of proceeding from the known to the
unknown. Better that the exercises be not done at
all, than that they be done indefinitely, and care-
lessly, because of the influence such actions have
On the mental and moral natures. We are known
by what we do; actions speak louder than words.
We are not what we seem, but are moulded by what
wve do. He who is physically erect and upright
Will most probably be morally true and good.

It is exceedingly interesting and developing to
appoint captains in the classes, who should lead and
criticise the actions. Also, while some are at calis-
thenics, others may sing, and thus the conception
of working according to time is instilled, and the
eXercising is pleasanter because of the rhythmic
influence of the music. In second and third book
classes, some of the pupils could be taught to play
tunes on the mouth-organ, thus giving instrumen-
tal accompaniment. If singing by the scholars who
are exercising be permitted, (we do not recommend
this), the teacher must see to it that the singing is
done very softly, because the lungs and vocal organs
are under a double strain.

WVhen to be taught :-We should give this cul-
ture every day, and should not expect our classes to
work for more than three-quarters of an hour at
iost, without changing from mental work to physi-
cal Work.

A Scotch gentleman, who came from a part of
the old land where calisthenics were not taught,
says that he was forcibly impressed with the erect-
11ess of-figure, gracefulness of bearing and precision
Of inovement exhibited by Canadian boys and girls.
It is good, sometimes, to see ourselves as others see
Us. In conclusion, let me ask you to give this cul-
ture a fair trial, and 1 feel sure that the results will
prove gratifying both to teacher and pupils.

AUTHORITY should be felt, not seen.-Landon.

DO not expect your pupils to know more of a
subject than you would know without the use of a
text-book.-Fowle.

Educational Meetings.

WEST HURON TEACHERS' CONVENTION.

(Condensedfrom Minutes of G. W. Holman, Sec- Tresurer.)

THE semi-annual meeting of the West Huron
Teachers' Association was held in the Public School,
Exeter, on the 22nd of May at ten o'clock a. m.,
Mr. J. E. Tom, P. S. I., in the chair.

Mr. R. E. Brown introduced a discussion on
"How to teach History." He said that History
and Geography were almost inseparable subjects,
and that History should be taught to induce thought
and research on the part of the pupil.

Mr. R. Parke urged the necessity of teaching Lit-
erature, said that great care should be taken to pre-
vent memorising facts without a proper understand-
ing of the subject-matter of the text.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Mr. W. McKay resumed the discussion on " How
to teach History."

The discussion on this subject was further carried
on by Messrs. J. E. Tom, W. H. Johnston, J. T.
Wren and T. Gregory.

Moved by T. Gregory. seconded by W. H. John-
ston that the paper prepared by Mr. R. Parke on
" How to teach History " become the property, of
this Association in order that it may be printed -
Carried.

The next subject on the programme, " Composi-
tion for Juniors" was introduced by W. H. John-
ston who fully explained his method. The follow'ing
teachers discussed the subject further: R. E.
Brown, J. Delgaty, D. McTavish, Ross, Gregory,
Parke, and Inspector Tom, all agreeing that the
work should be as practical as possible.

Mr. J. T. Wren was the next speaker, introducing
the question, " Friday afternoon Reviews and Exer-
cises." The question was further discussed by
Messrs. R. E. Brown, J. Delgaty, R. B. Henderson,
D. McTavish, J. E. Tom, W. H. Johnston and
James Westman.

The general opinion as expressed by nearly all
who spoke was that reviews were of the utmost
importance, in fact indispensable to successful
school work. Friday afternoon entertainiments were
also highly commended as an excellent method of
relieving the monotony of the usual routine of school
work. Inspector Tom for a few moments address-
ed the Association on the importance of sending
in correct yearly and half-yearly returns, as attend-
ance to small particulars would avoid a great deal
of trouble and delay.

W. H. Baker next introduced " School Games
and Amusements," entering a strong plea for games
and amusements in connection with sc-hool work,
but said that the teacher was the bestjudge of what
games were suitable.

Discussion on this subject by Inspector Tom, R.
E. Brown, R. R. Ross, W. H. Johnston and R.
Parke. All adding testimony to the importance of
these things in aiding dicipline and as a means of
health.

Rev. Mr. Crossley also made a few remarks com-
mendatory of healthful exercise as an invigorater
of both mind and body.

FRIDAY MORNING SESSION.

Inspector Tom introduced a discussion on " Per-
spective and Dictation Drawing," dealing more par-
ticularly with the first principles involved in teaching
this important art, and illustrating bypractical draw-
ings on the board. This proved interesting
and instructive and many intricate points were
brought out and clearly explained.

Mr. S. J. Latta, who had prepared a paper on
this subject, then showed by charts and blackboard
illustrations, his method of teaching prospective
drawing. Mr. Latta's method of introducing the
subjectto beginners was highly commended for its
orginality and practical utility. (This paper will
appear in an early number of the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL.)

Mr. Thomas Gregory very pointedly introduced
a discussion on "The Teachers Responsibility with
Reference to the School House and Grounds," and
read from the School Law to show that teachers
were both by law and contract responsible for the
proper keeping of school furniture and ail other
matters that pertain to school equipment.

The discussion on this subject was adjourned
until the afternoon.

Rev. Mr. Martin was then introduced and spoke
of the necessity of a proper understanding between
teachers and parents with reference to the moral
and intellectual welfare of the pupils. Rev. Mr.
Wilson, who was also present, on being introduced
expressed his pleasure at being present and spoke
of the advancement in methods of teaching as com-
pared with those of a few years ago.

In answer to a question from Mr. J. T. Wren the
Inspector explained that under the Promotion Ex-
amination scheme to be soon introduced, teachers
will examine the papers of the pupils of their own
schools.

Mr. R. R. Ross then introduced a discussion on
"Geography to Third and Fourth Classes " by read-
ing a well prepared paper on this subject dealing
with it in the most practical manner. After com-
ments and conplimentary remarks by others the
paper was ordered to be printed. (This paper ap-
pears in this number of the EDUCATIONAL JOUR-
NAL.)

Mr. H. I. Strang, B.A., who was expected to take
up " Written Examinations " thought it not prudent
considering the lateness of the hour, to enter into
the discussion of the subject, but gave an excellent
address on the teachers' work in general, and re-
corded some interesting events in his own experi-
ence. He said that it was needless to try to lay
down rigorous rules to guide all teachers, for while
all should observe general principles, yet each
teacher should be guided by those only that were
best suited to his or her individual requirments.
Sweeping, by the children, was characterized as bar-
barous and should be done away with ; especially
was this the case when done in the morning and
that if done by children at all, il should be done
after four o'clock at night. Mr. Strang regretted
the fact that every year as he attended these associa-
tion meetings he noticed the number of his old-time
associates growing less and less and thought it was
one of the most striking proofs that greater per-
manence was needed, but this he considered was
not at all strange when we remember that the same
earnestness and zeal displayed in other walks of life
would bring four times the reward. 1Mr. Strang
concluded his interesting address by urging ail to
do their duty for after all the best reward was in the
approval of the conscience.

The Association adjourned to meet at the call of
the Executive.

Special Papers.

(Concludedfrom pa-ge 1;9)

for that purpose. This one exercise may be varied
in a great many ways, and if you get your pupils
interested in the work a great deal more work can
be got over than you would at first suppose. These
are the principal methods I use in teaching the
physical features.

In teaching the other parts, such as climate, pro-
ducts, exports, imports, etc., a great deal must be
told the pupils ; yet once they know what kind of
climate and soil a country has, and have learned
what things affect the climate of a country, such as
mountain ranges, proximity to large bodies of water,
etc.; also what kind of products are adapted to a
particular climate, then by a close study of the
position of a country with regard to latitude, near-
ness to the sea, the existence of mountains, the
direction in which they run, etc., and by judicious
questioning by the teacher a great many of the pro-
ducts of the country can be got from them without
actually telling them. And once they know the
products, the exports are known and imports also.
With regard to the teaching of the lines on the
earth's surface, its motion, etc., I shall not attempt
to give you my method. As I have told you that
I have no globe and also that a globe is a necessity
in the teaching of these things, some of you will be
beginning to think that I do not teach these at all.
I do ; but in doing so I must use a substitute for a
globe, and as I hope there are none here so unfor-
tunate as myself in being without a globe, my
method in that direction would be of no use to you.
Now I shall say nothing more about how I teach
this subject, but in conclusion I might say that no
matter what methods we use, how much ground we
go over, or how well the pupils may learn the lesson
at the time, our work is not yet finished; review,
review, constant review is still necessary.
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Question Drawer.

(Continued from page 121)

Ic.-The Trial Scene in "The Merchant of
Venice."

V.-To Daffodils.
*VII.-To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars.
*XXVIII.-The Cottar's Saturday Night.
XXXI.-To a Highland Girl.
* XXXVI.-Go where Glory Waits Thee.
*XXXVII.-Dear Harp ofmy Country.
* XXXVIII.-Come, ye Disconsolate.
* XLVI.-The Bridge of Sighs.
* LI.-Horatius.
LXIV.-The Island of the Scots.
* LXVII.-The Hanging of the Crane.
LXIX.-" As Ship Becalmed at Eve."
CI.-The Forsaken Garden.

Latin-Coesar-Belum Britannicum.
French- De Fivas' Introductory French

Reader.
German- High School German Reader

(Grimm, Kinderund-Haus-Mär-
chen.)

CLASS II.
English-Byron- Prisoner of Chillon, and

Childe Harold's Pilgrim-
age, from stanza 73 of Can-
to II. to stanza 51 of Canto
I II., inclusive.

Addison- Selections from the Essays -
Spectator, Nos. 21, 23, 26,
47, 50, 69, 93, 115, 159,
162, 169, 195, 225, 381, 387,
458, 483, 574, 583, 598.

Latin- Cicero- In Catilinam Il.
Virgil-- Æneid V.
CSsar- Bellum Britannicum.

French- Souvestre-Un Philosophe sous les Toits.
German--Hauff- Das Kalte Hertz.

Schiller- Der Gang nach dem Eisen-
hammer.

CLASS I.---GRADE C.
English -Shakespeare- Coriolanus.

Addison- (Same selections as for
Class Il.)

Greek- Demosthenes-Philippics I., IL.
Homer- Odyssey VII.

Latin- Horace- Odes I.
Livy- XXIII.

French -Scribe- Bertrand et Raton.
German-Schiller- Das Lied von der Glocke,

and Hero und Leander.'
Egmont's Leben undTod.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO,
August, 1889.

LIFE'S MOTTO.
IF this were our creed, it were creed enough

To keep us thoughtful and make us brave
On this sad journey o'er pathways rough,

That leads us steadily on to the grave.

Speak no evil and cause no ache,
Utter no jest that pain can awake;
Guard your actions and bridle your tongue,
Words are adders when hearts are stung.

-Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

THE Pofular Educator says that the time has
come for the initiation of some method by which
teachers can be retired upon a living income. We
do not believe in any such system of mendicancy.
Let the organization of the schools and the teaching
force be such as to lay no undue burdens on teach-
ers, let reasonable compensation be given, and let
teachers learn to look out for themselves as other
people must. Teachers should learn how to live.
They should observe the laws of health, acquire self-
poise, and take judicious care of their finances, al-
ways living within their income and putting by
something for a rainy day, whatever the salary may
be.-Ohio Monthly.

THE Publishers of the 2nd class Literature by Strang
& Moore, report that the first edition bas sold out, and
the second edition will be ready in a day or two.

WM. T. AIKINS, M.D., LL.D.
DEAN.

CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS, HAY
FEVER.

A NEW HOME TREATMENT.
SUFFERERS are not generally aware that these diseases

are contagious, or that they are due to the presence of
living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose andeustachian tubes. Microscopic research, however, bas
proved this to be a fact, and the result is that a simple
remedy has been formulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal
deafness and hay fever are perma ently cured in from one
to three simple applications made at home by the patient
once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal discharges
peculiar to females (whites) this remedy is a specific. A
pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent on receiptof ten cents by A. H. Dixon & Son, 303 West King St.,
Toronto, Canada. -Scientißc Amercan.

Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully read
the above.

WOMAN'S

Medical College,
TORONTO, - ONTAarO.

In affiliation with the University of
Trinity College.

For full information regarding graduation, prizes, fees,
etc., and for copies of the annual announcement, apply
to D. J. GIBB WIsHART, Sec.

30 Carlton Street. Toronto.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

RE-OPENING OF THE

CANAD/AN BUSINESS UNIVERS/TY AND
SHOR THAND INSTITUTE

MONDAar. emera ma ad. te.
The largest and most practical Business College in Canada-

neari 4ao pu ila last sch ol year. &r Write for Circulars.
Addres-, CANADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY Public Lib-

rary Building, Toronto. THOMAS t ENGOUGH, PreSident. LAS
H. BRooKs, Secretary and Manager.

ENTRA NCE EXAMINA TIONS
TO

High S0hools and Collegiate"Intitutes.

The next Entrance Examination to High Schools and
Collegiate Institutes will be held on December 18th, 1gth,
and 20th.

Examination papers will be set in Literature on pas-
sages from the following lessons in the authorized Fourth
Reader :-

DECEM*BER, 1889.
1. Clouds, Rains and Rivers ........... pp.
2. The Death of the Flower .
3. Flow Gently, Sweet Afon .
4. Resignation ........ ·..................
5. Lead, Kindly Light..............
6. Dora ..... ....................
7. The Heroes of the Long Sault ........
8. Lochinvar c.

54- 59
67- 68

98
105-106

145
137-142
155-161
169-170

ADAM H. WRIGHetM.D.
SECRETARY.

A Christmas Carol ............... pp.The Heritage................... ".
Song of the River...............- .

Ladîng of the Pilgtîms ............Edinburgh after Flodden .. ... "
National Morality................. "
The Forsaken Merman........... .... "

207-211
212-213

221

229-230
277-281
295-297
298-302

JULY, 1890.
1. The Vision of Mirza-First Reading . .. pp. 63- 662. " " " " Second Reading. " 68- 713. To Mary in Heaven................. " 97- 984. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton .......... " 98
5. The Bell of Atri..................... " 1 -114
6. Ring Out, Wild Bells.............." 121-122
7. Lead Kindly Light................. .. 1458. The Heroes of the Long Sault. . ..... ." 155-161
9g. Lochinvar........................ « 16g-1701o. AChristmas Carol .................. 207-211
II. The Heritage...................... 

212-21312. Song of the River ..... - -. .... . " 221
13. The Ocean......................" 247-249
14. The Song of the Shirt.............. " 263-265
15. The Demon of the Deep .......... .. 266-27116. Edinburgh after Flodden ........... ." 277-281
17. Canada and the United States........ " 289-29118. The Forsaken Merman.... ....- ." 298-302

At each examination candidates 'hould be able to
quote any part of the selections especially prescribed for
memorization, as well as passages of special beauty from
the prescribed literature selections. They will be ex-
pected to have memorized all of the following selections :

i. The Short Extracts ........ (List given on page 8.)2. Il Find a Way or Make It........pp. 223. The Bells.of Shandon............- ." 51- 524. To Mary in Heaven..-............." 97- 98
5. Ring Out, Wild Belîs....-.......... .. 121-1226. Lady Clare........................." 128-130
7._ Lead, Kindly Light ............... " 1458. Before Sedan .................... 1999. The Three Fishers................ 220

io RidingTogether .... .............. 231-232ii. Edinburgh after Flodden............ " 277-28112. The Forsaken Merman .............. 297-302
DRAwING.-Drawing Book, No. 5, of the DrawingCourse for Public Schools. Pupils may present theirschool work in Drawint in any blank exercise book, : o

long as it covers the prescribed course, and no discrimin-ation will be made in favor of work contained in theauthorized drawing book.

AGRICULTURE AND TEMPERANCE. - Papers will beset in these as optional bonus subjects. A candidate
may choose which of them lie will take, but it is notcompulsory to take either, and he cannot take both.
Marks not exceeding 75 may be added for the subjectchosen. (Reg. 38).

TIME TABLE OF THE EXAMINATION,
DECEMBER, 1889.

FIRST DAY.

9.oo to ir a.m...... ............ .... Grammar.
11.15 Sm. 1 12.30 p.m ..... . .......... Geography.2.00 to 3.30 P. ................... History.

SECOND DAY.
9.oo to 1I.o a.m..................... Arithmetic.

11.05 to 12.15 p.m ..................... Drawing.
1. 15 1 3.15 p. ..................... Composition.
3.2510 4.00 p.m......................Dictation.

THIRD DAY.
9.00 to 1I.o a.m.....................Literature

i5.1o to 11.40 a.m......................W riting.
1.30 to 3.00 p.m......... Temperance and Hygiene, or

Agriculture.
Reading to be taken on the above days at such hours

as may suit the convenience of the examiners.

ALEX. MARLING,
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, Secretary.

TORONTO, August, 1889.
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WOODSTOCH + COLLEGE,
(FOUNDED 1860.)

FOR BOYS AND YOJ]G MEN,
Will Re-Open September 4, 1889.

TEACHING STAFF:
W. H. Huston, M.A. (late English Master in Toronto Collegiate Institute and formerly Principal of Pickering College), the

Bible, Mental and Moral Science, and Senior English. N. Wolverton, B A. (First-Class Honor Man of the Universty ofToronto),
Manual Training and Mathematics. J. I. Bates, M.A., Ph.M. (just finishing a year's study abroad Classics. D. K. ClaPke,
BA. (First-Class Honor Man in the University ot Toronto), Modern Languages. N. S. McKechnie, .A., English. Thomas P.
Hall, M.A., Ph.D. (late Fellow in University College, Toronto), the Sciences and Drawing. H. S. Robertson, B.A. (First-Class
Honor Man of the University of Toronto), Preparatory Work and Junior Mathematics.

SOHOOL BOOKS.

kithorixod by Departmont of Edication.
The High Sehool Algebra.

By W. J. Robertson, B.A., LL.D., and I. J. Birchard'
M.A., Ph.D. Izmo, cloth, 338 pages. Price, 75c.

High Behool Algebra, Part IL
just issued. I2MO, cloth. Price, $1.25.

Mazua of Hmygiene.

NOTICE TO STUDENTS PREPARING FOR EXAMINATION. 1amo, cloth. Price, Soc.
Young men wishing to attend a school affording a thorough course of traiDling for the various teachers'

examinations and for matriculation with honors into any Canadian university, will find at Woodstock College awing, Prpetive d Geometrical.
every possible advantage. The College is coriducted on what are admittedly sound educational principles. There
are no marking system, no prizes, no medals, and no long lists of rules-and regulations. STUDENTS ARE By Thos. H. McGuire, B.A. 12mo, cloth,
TRUSTED, and if unworthy of trust they are not allowed to remain. There are a library (3,500 volumes), two Frice, 40c.
literary societies, two reading rooms, a gymnasium, and large grounds (30 acres), permitting every desirable kind
of out-door recreation. Boripture Readings.

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES OFFERED TO STUDERIS.
There are no Large Dormitorles. The first 8o students admitted will occupy single rooms, the others will be allowed

single beds in double rooms. There is a large workshop, furnished with a ten-horse-power engine and expensive machinery.
Students intending to teach will be enabled to see Manual Training as advocated by the "New Education," and to avail themselves
of all its advantages. The Equlpment Is Excellent. The additions to the b iildings are now approaching completion. The
enlargements, besides giving additional residential accommodation, add six new class rooms. A science class room and three labora-
tories (supplied with apparatus costing $3=ooo.ool have also been added. They are said to afford the best facilities for science study in
Canada, outside the Universities. The Fees are Reasonable. By reason of a large endowment, the fees are placed at $14, tO $I47per year- no extras. This is very reasonable.

YOUNG MEN THAT DO NOT INTEND TO WORK NED NOT APPLY.
For further information address the Principal, W. H. HUSTON, Woodstock, Ont.

BOOK LLRSAN STION& C R-

135 pages.

For use in the Public and High Schools of Ontario.
Revised edition. 12mo, cloth, 434 pages. Price, 75c.;
Roan, $1.25.

REcOMMENDED BY DEPARTMENT OF UDUCATION.

An Outune Study of man:
Or the Body and Mind in our System. By Mark

Hopkins, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, cloth, 308 pages. Price,
$1.25.

WILLIAM BRIGGS
TORONTO.

Dealers in the books required by TEACHERS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES
and HIGH SCHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS. STUDY. LATIN and GREE et sight Us.

Save time, save worry, ,ave disappointment, save money by sending your ordes diroot to us. sio I Boolsa frus. C. SLV l,

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YON0E ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO. xos uWalmt street. Philadelphis, Ps.

Iap and School Supply Company,
31 King Street East, Toronto.

Doininion
World
Ontario
United States
British Isles
Europe
Asla
Africa
AMlerica

new

"

110x58.... $6 00
103x52.... 6 00
62x42.... 8 50
64x48.... 3 50
66x52.... 4 00
65x54.... 4 00
65x54.... 4 00
65x54.... 4 00
65x54.... 4 00

This series of Map: is the largest and most
aecurate, being revised to date, with all recent
divisions and boundaries. They are undoubtedly
te finest School Maps ever published.

ti Inch
6 "

9 "c
12 "

12,
12
12 "o
12 "i

CLOBES.

Terrestrial.......... ..... $2 50
................ 3 00

................. 800

.................12 00
"................ 7 50

................ 9 00
" .............. 1400

1................5 00
................4800

Our Globes are of the most substantial con-
struction, finished to a perfectly true and smooth
surface, replete with all the latest information
and clearly colored.

STANDARD DICTIONARY--WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED-AT SPECIALLY LOW FIGURES.
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DAY'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Toronto, offers excellent facilities for acquirine

0A- Gono mrsIN1Das TZAINIqG.

Instruction Sound and Practical. References to former studentsand reliable business men. For terms address JAMES E. DAY,Aceountant, 94 and 96 King Street West, near Rossin House.

8 UKEYE BELL FOtJNDRY.
Bel flal of Pure Copper and Tin for Churche,yUSeoole, Fire Alarme, Farina, etc. FULLI
WARRANTED. Catalogue sent Free.. VANDUZEN & TIFT. Cincinnati. O.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto.

Circulars post free.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their book wantsreason teattended to, either m the new or used line, and atreasonable termis, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to acy part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

McGill Uiversity,
amONTEAP.

The Calendar for the Session of
1889-90 contains information respect-
ing conditions of Entrance, Course of
Study, Degrees, etc., in the several
Faculties and Departments of the
University, as follows:

Faculty of ArtS-Opening September 16, 1889.
Donalda Special Course for Women-Sept. 16.
Faculty of Applied Seienee-Civil Engineering,Mechanical Engineering, Mining Engineering and Prac-

tical Chemistry-September 16.
Faeulty of Medicine-October i.
Faculty of Law- October i.
NcGill Normal Sehool-September 2.

Copies of the Calendar and of the Examination Papers may be
obtained on application to the undersigned.

J. W. BRAKENRIDGE, B.C.L.
(Address, McGill College.) Acting Secretary.

CYCLOSTYLE DUPLICATING APPARATUS
For Dnflicatinig Writing, Ty/enritag, Drawing, or Music.
" Two thousand exact copies froin one writing," each copy havingail the appearance of an original. Simple, reliable, economical,rapid, clean and durable. Endorsed by 3,ooo firms, corporations

and institutions throughout the Dominion. Invaluable to teachersfor reports, circulars, examination papems, copying music, mapo,
drawings and aIl clasical work. Write fr ircula and testiocials.

T. Eennett Scott, Esq., Teacher, Wheatly. Ont., writes-" The
Cyclostyle machine purchased gives entire satisfaction."

I. B. Beveridge, Prin. Public School, Point Edward, writes-
"Cyclostyle received gives every satisfaction-it works like a
charm."

CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

Good Agents Wanted over the entire Dominion. Address Geo.
D. Ferris, 87 Church Street, Toronto.

W. STAHLSCHMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTED JANUARv O4TH, 1886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Name this paper. See
our Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORoNTO REPRESENTATIVE
Geo. F. Bostwick, - 56 King Street West.

A VALJABLE NEW BOOR
FOR TEACHERS.

One Hundred Lessons in

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
This book contains 400 Exercises in Composition,

properly graded, for use in the three highest forms of
public schools and the junior form of high schools and
institutes. These exercises are for class work-saving
the teacher a great deal of time and trouble-and theycontain matter sufficient for a year's work in each grade.

It is a most valuable work, by a well-known and
highly competent Canadian author, W. H. Huston,
M. A., First English Master Toronto Collegiate Institute,
and Editor of the English Department of the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.
Send our oder t fi, li;i

bono pn rt , byr un mai. .1~.~e pu ers nd receive the ewl edTeEuainljunloeya nbook,post-paid, by return mail. Address, Lippincotts Gazetteer (Ful Sheep), for $IL. 50.

Grip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers, ADDRESS-

28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO. The Educational Journal,
ONTARIO VETERINARY COLLEGE GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO.

36 to 42 Temperanee Street, Toronto. SCHOOL TEACHERS!
MOST SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTION IN AMERICA, If you want to make money during leisure hours and

Particulars sentin AnnualAnnouncement. vacations, apply to R. H. MATSON, General Manager

P A l, s i F AMITH, F..C. Provident Savings Life A ssurance Society of N ew Y ork.RINCIPAL, - PROF. SMITH, F.R.C. V.S Address, 37 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Provident Life and Live Stock Association
CHIEF OFFICE:-

Room D, Arcade, TORONTO, Canada,
Is the one that gives the best benefits to its members and pays

the agents well. It is to your interest to send for
Prospectus, Claims Paid, etc.

C., ~ Agents required in unrepresented districts. Address,
-W ILnl-A..M JCr TIMSr , .Managing Director.

NIAGARA UNI VLRSITY
Medical Department,

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three months

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$1.00.

We will send The Educational Journal four monthsand Williams' Composition and Practical English,
postpaid, for $î.oo.

We will send The Educational journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.00.

We wiil send The Educational Journal one year and
Williams ' Composition and Practical English, post-
paid, for $2.00.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.5o.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), for
$5.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $i .5o.

B1JPFr-7L-o, - - - NB3J YORK<.

Gentlemen contemplating the practice of medicine in the States should consider the advantages which thisschcol offers.
Next Session begins SEPTEMBER 18, 1889, and closes APRIL 15 189o. Course of study three years,fraded. Fais-Matriculation, $5.oo ; Lectures, $75.o ; Perpetual Tickets, $ 16500 ; Practical Anatomy,

1o.0o; Graduation, $25.oo. No other fees.
For announcements, etc., address the Secretary,

ALVIN A. HUBBELL, M.D., 212 Franklin Street. Buffalo, N.Y.

Trinity (mfedical College
- TORONTO. -

Incor5orated by Special Act of Parliament. Esta6lished 185o.

- in R FFIrIxlTIER10T1
The University of Trinity College, the University of Toronto, Queen's University Victoria University andthe University of Manitoba, and specially recognized by the Royal College of Surgeons, England, the RoyalCollege of Physicians, London, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Edinburgh, the Faculty ofPhysicians and Surgeons, of Glasgow, and the King's and Queen's College of Physicians of Ireland, and by theconjoint examining board in London and Edinburgh.

SESSION 1889-90.
For full information regarding Graduation, Medals, Scholarships, Fees, etc., and for copies of the AnnualAnnouncement, apply to

DR. W. B. GEIKIE, Dean.
Holyrood Villa, 52 Maitland Street, Toronto.
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W. J. GAGE & COMPANY,
Wholesale Booksellers and Stationers, Toronto.

LITE RATURE
-FOR 1890..

"The frisoner of CI4illon"
AND SELECTIONS FROM

"Cl4ilde Harold's PilgrinMage,"
With Life of Byron, Critical Introduction,

and Notes, by
J. E. WETHERELL, B.A.,

PRINCIPAL OF STRATHROY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

-AND-

Selectioqs ftom Addisoi' s Essays
With Life of Addison and Critical Studies,

By F. H. SYKES, N.A.
E9ACHER oF MODERN LANGUAGES IN PARKDALE COL-

LEGTATE INSTITUTE, TOROpTo.

PRICE, - - 50 CENTS.

The attention of teachers is called to this new work.It has received the unqualified approval of all who have
seen the advance sheets. It is confidently believed that
there will be in the market no other work which will
uneet so well the new requirements of Toronto Univer-
sity and the Education Department. Mr. Wetherell is
the editor who was last year chosen by the Department
to edit the.Departmental book, which bas been so well
received by the schools. Mr. Sykes is one of the most
brilliant among the younger men of the profession, andWe expect his part of the work to be warmly received.
The Critical Introduction by Mr. Wetherell, and the
Studies in Prose Style by Mr. Syke., will be fuund alone
Worth the price of the book.

We take this opportunity of announcing ithat the work
on English Literature now being issued will be the first
Of a series of which Mr. Wetherell will be editor-in-
charge. As the principal editor, Mr. Wetherell will call
ta his aid the services of competent co-editors. Weintend to make this new series of literature texts the very

st ever issued by any Canadian publishing house. We
fhall shortly send to press the literature texts for matricu-
atton and second-class candidates for 1891.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Toronto and Montreal.

PROF. WELLS' NOTES
ON THE LESSON'S FOR

T>ird-ClassLiterature
r-F! 1890.

PRICE, - 30 CENTS.

new edition of this favorite work, with a Supple-
t containing Notes on the New Selections for 1890,
be published within a few weeks. Send in yourders and they will be filled as soon as the work is

l8sued fron the press.

W. G AGE & 00., Booksellers and Stationers,
54 Front Street West, 43 St. Sacrament St.

ToRONTO. MONTREAL.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S

MATHEMATICAL WORKS.
Hamblin Smith's A rithmetic

ON AND AFTER SEPTEMBER 1st,

PRICE, - 60 CENTS.

Now Authorized for use in the Schools of Quebec.
Authorized for exclusive use in the Schools of Nova Scotia.

Authorized for use in the Schools of Prince Edward Island.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Newfoundland.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Manitoba.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario.
Authorized for use in the Schools of North-West Territories.

KIRKLAND & SCOTT'S

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC
Introductory Text-book to Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic.

The Standard Text-book In Arithmetic for the
Public Schools of the Dominion.

No other Text-book ever Published in the Dominion
has been so Universally Approved.

Principal KIRKLAND, of Toronto Normal School, and
Mr. ScoTT, Mathematical Master in Ottawa Normal
School, are teachers specially fitted to prepare a text-book
upon the subject of Arithmetic ; and the universal
adoption of the book shows how well they have suc-
ceeded in their undertaking.

Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario. Authorized for
use in the Schools of Quebec Only text-book Authorized by Board
of Education for use in the Schools of Nova Scotia. Authorized
by Board of Education for use in the Schools of Prince Edward
Island. Authorized by Board of Education for use in the Schools
of Manitoba. .Authorized by Board of Education for use in the
SchSools of the North-West Territories. Authorized by Board of
Education for use in the Schools of British Columbia. Authorized
during the past year for use lu the Schools of Newfoundiand.

PRICE, - 25 CENTS.

IMOFRTMNT TO

Publie and High School Teachers
New and Enlarged Edition from New Type.

- STANDARD -

Book-Keeping and Precis Writing.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario.
Authorized for use in the Schoola of Manitoba.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Quebea

In order to meet the requirements of the new Hiçh School Pro-
gramme, and make tis popular work just what ia needed for
students preparing for tise Officiai Examninattons, or for business
offices, the authors have added an Appendix to STANDARD
BOOK-KEEPING, fully treating

PRECIS WRITING or BRIEFING,
COMMERCIAL TERMS,

and CONDENSING TELEGRAMS.
This addition makes the STANDARD BOOK-KEEPING

AND PRECIS WRITING the most complete work published on
the subject for School purposes, and exactly what is needed to meet
tie demands of the new school programme.

PRICE, 65 CENTS.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Booksellers and Stationers,
54 Front Street West, 43 St. Sacrament St.

TORONTO. MONTR EAL.

HAMBLIN SM/TH'S

Nathenatical Works
ARE ALMOST UNIVERSALLY

Adopted in Canada by the Respective
- Boards of Education. -

NEW EDITIONS from NEW PLATES

at NEW PRICES.

So great bas been the sale and so general bas been the
adoption of Hamblin Smith's Mathematical Works that
we have been enabled to publish new editions from new
plates at greatly reduced prices.

New Price.
Hamblin Smith's Algebra ................... $0 60

Arithmetic.................... 060
Trigonometry ................ 0 75
Geometry, Book I............. 0,25

Books . and Il ..... 030
Books 1. to fil ...... 040
Doks 1. to / · ..... 050
r oro. . ...... 9os

IMPORT.A319T TO

MATHEMATICAL MASTERS IN CANADA.

Plan of Hamblin Smith's Editions of Euelid recentily
Approved by Special Board for Mathematies

at Cambridge.

The following is an extract fron a report issued by a
Special Board for Mathematics on May 10, 1887. (Seé
Cambridge University Reporter of May 31, 1887.)

"The majority of the Board are of opinion that ihe rigid adher-
ence to Euclid's text is prejudicial to the interests of education,
and that greater freedom in the method of teaching Geometry is
desirable. As it appears that this greater freedom cannot be
attained while a knowledge of Euclid's text is insisted upon in the
examinations of the University, they consider that such alterations
should be made in the regulations of the examinations as to admit
other proofs besides those of Euclid, while following his general
sequence of propositions, so that no proof of any proposition occur-
ring in Enclid should be acceoted in which a subsequent proposition
i2 Euclid's order is assumed."

The Board gives effect to this view by proposing a change in the
regulations for the Previous Examination, which will, if it is
approved by the Senate, enact that " the actual proofs of proposi-
tions as given in Euclid will not be required, but ne proof of any
proposition occurring in Euclid will be admitted in which use is
mae of any proposition which in Euclid's order occurs subse-

Tidetermination ta maintain Euclid's order, and to allow any
mnehods of psoof consistent with that order. is in exact accordance
with the plan and execution of my edition of Euclid's Elements.

July, 2887. J. HAMBLIN SMITH.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S TEXT-BOOK ON

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY
WITH EXERCISES AND NOTES.

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH, M.A.
Of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, Eng.

Authorized for use in the Schools of Prince Edward Island (1889).
Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario. Authorized for use
in the Schools of Quebec. Only Text-book Authorized for use in
the Schools of Nova Scotia. Only Text-book Authorized for use in
the Schools of New Brunswick. Authorized for use in the North-
West Territories.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Toronto and Montreai.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Wholesale Booksellers and Stationers, Toronto.
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The Leading Business College in Canada.

Graduates are holding prominent positions in Can-
ada and the United States through our Agency.

Ail teachers should send for circulars and samples of

PENMANSHIP. SPECIAL LOW TERMS.
Advantages unequalled by any similar institution

Immediate application necessary-address
J. M. CROWLY, General anagr,

For fuil information.

ELIABLE AGENTS WANTED over the whole Dominion.R Address
E. N. MOYER,Rno Yonge Street, Toronto, On

The Meisterschaft School of Languages,
20 Queen Street West, Toronto.

French, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversational
Knowledge in ten weeks.

Experienced native teachers. Send or call for Circular.
Address communications to CHAs. T. PAuL.

ELOCUTION.
MISS JESSIE ALEXAI4DER, B.E.

TEACHER AND PUBLIC READER,

May be Engaged for CONCERTS, etc. 6o Brunswick Ave., Toronto.

TORONTO COLLEGE OF MUJSIC
AND

Orchestral and Organ School.
Fali Term (2nd year) commences September 5th, z889. Thorough

instruction in every branch of Music-Vocal, Instrumentai and
Tbeoetical-by the mosi eminent teachers in Canada. Cciplete
three-maual organ iu College and largest Church organ in the
province for lessons and practice. Orchestra of 6o and chorus of
s2o accessible to atudents. Dinlomas, Prizes, Scholarships and
Cerificates granted. Lectures, Concerts, Recitals and Violin Class

Send for prospectus, giving full particulars, to
F. l. TORRINGTON, Director,

12 & 14 Pembroke St., Toronto.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

Apparatue-Chemical and Physical- Best makers.
Blackbards-Slate, cement, cloth, paper, and board.
BeUs-The celebrated Cincinnati Bells.
Charta-All kinds and styles.
Crayona-Dustless, Enamelled and Common.
Deska-The best in the market.
DioOarie-Cheaper than sold anywhere csc.
Erasers- Our own make ; they have no equal.
Eneyolopedia-The newest and most practical.
Gbatteers-Lippincott's.
Globes-In ail styles and at prices that astonish.
Mape-A new series, pronounced by ail the best ever shown.
Temperance Charts-In different styles.
Wal Pictures-Of varions kinds and designs.
Yaggy's Anatomical Study-A work of art.
Yaggy's Geographical study-In difrerent forms.

We furnish everything that is used in the school-room. Teaher
and Sohool Boards wishing to get the BEOat Value for their
Money will order their Supplies from

E. N. MOYER,
120 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

N B.-Satisfaction Guaranteed.

HIGH • SCHOOL • ZOOLOGY:
By R. Ramsay Wrtight, M.A., B.Sc.

A UTHORIZED BY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

Price, 75 Cents.

LITERATURE-89 o.
Selections from BYRON and ADDISON

Notes by H. I. Strang, B.A., and A. J. Moore, B.A.

CONTAINING

Lives of Byron and Addison.
Characteristics of Style, Position and Influenee

of Poetry, Complete and HeIpful Notes.

261 PAGES. PR/CE, 50 CENTS.

HENDERSON'S CLASSICS,
For Junior Matrieulation, 1890.

Be/um Britannicum, New Fdition......50 Cents
Virgil V., New Edition ................ 60 "

Catilinam I., Just Issued . ........... 50 "

Above with Notes and Vocabulary by J. Henderson, M. A.

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY.
By J. A. McLELLAN, LL.D.

An Introduction to the Principles and Practice of
- Education. -

PRICE, - $1.00.

HIGH •SCHOOL • CHEMISTRY,
With Supplement-Periodic Law.

A UTHORIZED BY EDUCATION DEPA RTMENT.

PaICE, - 75 CENTS.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SPELLER & WORD BOOK
By G. W. Johnson.

New edition, containing Part IV., with Derivation

of words.

PRutE . - 30 CENTS.

Demosthenes' Philippics I.-Il.

NOTES Br S. WOODS, M.A.

Price, - - 75 Cents.

Simle Rules in A rithmetic
FOR USE IN JUNIOR LASSES.

By R. T. Martin.
PaMCE, 10 CENTS.

SOUVESTRE,
Un Philosophe sous les Toits.

For Junior Matriculation, 1890, with Notes, Vocabulary,
etc., by

W. H. FRASER. B.A., University College, Toronto.

PnCaI, - 60 CENTS.

New Book for Composition Classes
PRACTICAL EXEROISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

For use in Public School Composition Classes.

. By H. I. NTRANG, B.A.

Price, - - 25 Cents.

Todhunter's Algebra for Beginners
REW NDITON.

PaJCE, - 60 CENT8.

PRACTICE COPY BOOK.
Special Narrow Ruling for Practice Work in Writing.

PRICE, 5 CENTS.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 1
For use in Third and Fourth Book Classes.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 2
For use in Fourth Class and Entrance to Collegiate

Institute.

PaICE, 10 CENTS.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 3
For use in Senior Public School and Junior High

School Classes.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Many teachers who are using these copy books clais
that through their use the best practical results have been
obtained. Scholars secure a knowledge of the simpler
forms of commercial work that will be of great service
to them in their business life. One teacher says :-" I
wish that all branches of study could be taùght in this
practical way."

ANNOTATED B00K - KEEPING BLANKS.

For use with MacLean's High Schwol Book-keeping,
containing helpful hints upon the use of the Day

Book, Journlal and Ledger.

PRICE, - BACH 'o CENTS.

McALLISTER'S EXERCISE BOOKSs
No. A., DICTATION, - 5 cents.
No. B., ARITHMETIC, - . 5 cents.

Any of above mailed upon receipt of price to thost

who cannot readily procure from their local booksellers.

A List of " Remainder " School Books will be sent upon Application

The Copp, Clark Co. (Ltd.),
TO-EO]ETO-
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